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hat a pleasure it is to present, in this issue of COLLECTION, a retrospective on the remarkable life and accomplishments of Friends' longtime teacher Claire Walker, a model of the
intellectual curiosity, academic rigor and principled risk-taking that are hallmarks of a

Friends School education.
In 1956, at the height of the Cold War—when any connection with the Soviet Union was considered suspect, if not dangerous—Walker introduced the teaching of the Russian language at Friends
School. As the story in this issue shows, this academic initiative did not begin
smoothly, but Walker and her little band of students of Russian persisted and
prevailed. Today, the Friends Russian language program is nationally recognized
for its quality and leadership.
It wasn't just about learning a de facto forbidden language, however. Walker,
a Quaker, understood the importance of looking beyond the self to explore,
and even embrace, other cultures and other ways of being. Unless supposed
enemies could meet face-to-face, experience one another's culture and circumstances, and consider
viewpoints other than their own, she knew that achieving peace would be nothing but a dream.
In conveying the legacy of Claire Walker to future generations, it is important to recognize that her
influence at Friends School extended well beyond the teaching of Russian. As a teacher of geography,
Latin, economics and history, she also modeled for her students that they can set learning goals for
themselves beyond the confines of the classroom. "If you want to learn something, just do it," might
have been her motto.
Her influence wasn't limited to acquiring knowledge. If Walker saw an injustice or oversight, she did
not ignore it; she confronted it. Many alumni will recall that she was an early and active proponent of
gender equality in what was at the time a male-dominated society. She also stood for racial equality,
civil rights, human rights, social justice, peace, religious freedom, freedom of speech—the list is long.
Claire Walker was ahead of her time, yes, but she lived long enough to see a copious harvest from the
seeds she helped to plant.
In celebrating Claire Walker's life and accomplishments, we acknowledge as well the countless
teachers who have served Friends School students so well over its 225-year history. Their character,
passion, dedication and service to others have inspired their many thousands of students to do,
cheerfully and resolutely, the essential and difficult work the world so needs to have done.
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Remembering

Claire

laire Groben Walker, the inimitable Friends School educator who pioneered
the teaching of Russian throughout the U.S. during the critical Cold War
years, died on August 11, 2008. She was 97. Born in Oakland, CA, and
raised in Buffalo, NY, she graduated from Mt. Holyoke College in 1931 at the age
of 20 with a degree in history and Greek. While teaching at a New York State pubClaire Groben Walker
lic high school, she began attending the University of Buffalo and, in 1937, earned
an M.A. in history and political science. The following year she accepted a history
March 24, 1911-August 11, 2009
teaching fellowship at the University of Minnesota; there, she met her future husband Kenneth Walker. The couple
remained inseparable through 68
years of marriage.
Claire Walker’s commitment to advancing human
In 1945, with their two young
sons Coyd ’60 and Terry ’62 in tow,
relations, combined with a fierce curiosity, fueled her
the Walkers moved to Baltimore,
passion for the teaching of Russian language and
where Kenneth accepted a faculty
position at Goucher College.
ultimately shaped the course of Slavic studies in
Walker began teaching at a
this country.
Baltimore County elementary
school in 1946. She joined the
Friends School faculty the following year, where she became known as “one of the
by Heidi Blalock
most versatile teachers on the campus,” recalls former Headmaster W. Byron
Forbush, II ’47. She taught Sixth and Eighth Grades in the Middle School and, in
the Upper School, Geography, World History, Latin American History, American
History, European History, Economics, Latin and Russian.
The Walkers joined Stony Run Friends Meeting in 1952, where they contributed greatly to the life of the Meeting through their committee work and
through Walker’s thoughtful and gifted vocal ministry. With others from Stony Run
Meeting, she was a founding member of Broadmead, a Quaker-related continuing
care retirement community in Hunt Valley, MD. She and Kenneth resided there
until 1993, when they moved to Seal Beach, CA.
Throughout her 28 years at Friends School, Walker was an active voice for social
justice issues. In 1952, a group of sixth graders presented her with $10 on her birthday and asked that she use it toward a “good cause”; she established the Martha C.
Parsons Horizon Fund (see next page), the purpose of which was to “expand human
horizons and thus lead toward better relations among divergent and often hostile
groups in our city, nation and world.” In 1955, she served on a committee led by
Headmaster Bliss Forbush, Sr. to help Friends transition to desegregation; that

C
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Claire Walker
and her husband Kenneth
at a celebration.

same year, she worked with student leaders to launch an International Relations Club that attracted some 30 members at its
inception.
Walker’s commitment to advancing human relations, combined
with a fierce curiosity, fueled her passion for the teaching of
Russian language and ultimately shaped the course of Slavic studies in this country. A self-taught speaker of Russian, Walker
learned the language as a teenager after reading an English translation of The Brothers Karamazov. She wanted to experience the
novel’s powerful drama in its original form, so she borrowed a
Russian language text from the library and, over the course of several months, absorbed its contents. It would be years before she
discovered that the Russian she had acquired in her youth was a
pre-Revolutionary dialect—a minor hindrance she soon rectified.
(A colleague and Slavic studies professor recalled a humorous
episode in which Walker,
speaking in old-style Russian,
had once asked him to borWalker was savvy
row a “quill,” thinking that
about Soviet politics,
was the word for “pen.”)
Walker introduced
but understood that not
Russian at the School in
everything about the
1956, bolstered by a student
Soviet system was bad.
petition. At that time, the
School became one of only 16

The Martha C. Parsons Horizon Fund
n 1952 a group of Friends Sixth Graders gave their teacher, Claire
Walker, a gift of $10 to put toward a social cause of her choice. She
decided to put the money aside in a savings account until the right cause
presented itself.
Nine years went by. Then, inspired by the efforts of her colleague,
Lower School Principal Martha C. Parsons, to bring about social and cultural integration, Walker established a School fund for the purpose of
expanding human horizons, and invited others to contribute. “We are living in a time of rapid change in curriculum, communication, social values
and spiritual groping,” she explained. “The Horizon Fund is an expression of
faith in people of our world and our desires to work with all of them.”
By 1963, the $10 seed money had grown to $500, thanks to additional
gifts from individuals and from Stony Run Friends Meeting. Walker officially presented the money to Friends School as The Martha C. Parsons
Horizon Fund.

I

U.S. high schools, public or private, to offer the “forbidden” language. “We received plenty of flack from parents when it was
announced we were adding it to our curriculum,” Walker told the
Towson Times in a 1981 interview. “But then Sputnik came along
the next year, and suddenly it was the thing to study Russian.”
Walker was the first recipient of the National Association of
Independent Schools’ Breitmeyer Fellowship for the study of the
Russian language, and chaired that organization’s first Russian
Committee. She was also a member of the first College Entrance
Examination Board committee for Russian. In addition, she
served as vice president of the American Association of Teachers
of East European Languages, and was the first editor of its
newsletter. She co-founded the American Council of Teachers of
Russian and was founder, editor and publisher of the Russian
Packet, a materials service for Russian language teachers that supplemented the few Russian teaching resources available at the
time. Her publication of a Russian detective story, “Domik na
bolote,” [“Little House on the Swamp”] was “the nearest thing the
Russian field has ever had to a best-seller at the second year level,”
according to Dan Davidson, president of the American Councils
for International Education. The story was used by multiple generations of American high school and college students.
Walker was savvy about Soviet politics, but understood that
not everything about the Soviet system was bad. “Soviet public
education in math, science, and foreign languages, for example,
was world-class," said Dr. Davidson. “One reason for that was that
Russian schools lionized not only their basketball and gymnastics
stars, but their academic stars through a national competitive system known as the Olympiada.” Walker brought the Olympiada
system to the U.S. for high school students of Russian in 1968,
seeing it as an incentive for students “not just to study Russian,”
according to Davidson, “but to study it well and pursue it long
and hard.”

By 1977, the Fund stood at $50,000, and it became part of the School’s
endowment. In accordance with Walker’s wishes, proceeds from the fund
were used to promote peace and understanding in the city, nation and world.
Over the years, The Martha C. Parsons Horizon Fund has provided grant
support for the School’s Community Outreach Program, foreign study and
professional development opportunities for students and faculty, Quakerrelated projects, and CORLAC (The Center of Russian Language and Culture),
a cause dear to Walker’s heart due to her dedication to the study of the
Russian language.
In 1992, Claire Walker lifted restrictions from the fund, thereby allowing
the Head of School to direct proceeds to the areas that will provide the greatest benefit to the School. In recent years, the fund, which presently exceeds
$200,000, has been used to augment the School’s financial aid program.
Gifts to Friends School in memory of Claire Walker may be given to the Martha C. Parsons
Horizon Fund. Please send your gifts to the Development Office. Include “Horizon Fund” in
the memo portion of your check.
COLLECTION MAGAZINE | Friends School of Baltimore | Spring 2009
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Claire Walker in the classroom, 1959.

Walker personally oversaw the early regional
Olympiadas in the U.S.;
she represented the U.S.
on the international committee to organize the first
High School Olympiada in Moscow and, in 1972, took the
first American team to participate in that historic event. “I had
five days to select American students and get them prepared to
participate in the Olympiada,” she told The Sun in a 1981
interview. “I took three of my own students and they all won
medals.” (Those students were David Chang ’72, Teresa Redd
’72 and Marjorie Styrt ’73. Three years later, Walker returned
to Moscow for the next International Olympiada with her student Lisa Chang ’76.)
During her Friends tenure, Walker made a total of eight

In 1981, Walker became the first American to
receive the prestigious Pushkin Medal in recognition of her excellence in the dissemination of the
Russian language.

trips to the Soviet Union with students and teachers, beginning in
1964, when she helped lead the U.S. /U.S.S.R. Teachers Exchange
summer program at Moscow State University; a second such
exchange took place in 1966. In 1968, she and Kenneth traveled to
Moscow and Leningrad, where they taught for 10 weeks under the
auspices of the American Friends Service Committee’s school affiliation service. In 1970, Walker and Sandy Spring Friends School
teacher Marshall Sutton accompanied 32 students from 14 U.S.
high schools (including 11 Friends Upper School students) to the
Soviet Union for two weeks with Promoting Enduring Peace
(PEP), a non-sectarian nonprofit organization based in New

Memorial Remembrances of Claire Walker
riends School faculty and alumni, Goucher College professors and colleagues with Russian organizational ties
gathered at Stony Run Friends Meeting on October 4,
2008 for a joyful service in Claire Walker’s memory. In his
introduction, W. Byron Forbush, II ’47, who served as an overseer of the memorial service, told the gathering, “Throughout
her life, Claire encouraged all to find ways to improve the
human spirit and to bring people together. As Quakers say, ‘Let
Your Life Speak.’ It is clear that Claire’s life spoke volumes
wherever she traveled.”
With the speakers’ permission, COLLECTION includes
here excerpts from some of the messages shared during the
memorial service.

F

Without indulging in any high falutin' jargon or vocabulary, [Claire]
stimulated thought and action at the very highest level of humane values. She was direct and plain-spoken, and you never had the
slightest doubt where she stood on any issue. Yet, at the same
time, she had a human quality of sympathy and compassion that overwhelmed any possible sense of fanaticism or extremism. I remember
most especially when others attacked us for reaching out to establish a
cultural exchange with Russians in the USSR; it was Claire Walker, with
her old-fashioned way of talking and direct eye contact, that made it
possible, and almost easy, to continue our work, while at the same time
recognizing the feelings of those who were attacking us.
—Irwin Weil, Professor Emeritus of Slavic Languages and Literature,
Northwestern University
4
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I particularly remember the evening in Evanston when she received the
Pushkin Medal. Claire could not receive even the Pushkin Medal
without giving something in return, and on that night she gave
me a beautiful paperweight made from a kind of yellow-tinted metal
in the form of a maple leaf. I have the metal leaf to this day and have
used it on my desk for more than 25 years.
—Vitaliy Kostomarov, general secretary of the International
Association of Teachers of Russian Language and Literature and
Director of the Pushkin Institute in Moscow

Claire decided to teach us Russian, so we formed a Russian club for
those who wanted to learn—strictly voluntary. We learned the Russian
alphabet and we learned different words...it was fun! And then one day
during recess somebody came up to me and said that the parents and
some other people were getting very upset and they were going to tell
Congress. I didn’t know about Congress, but I did know about
Joe McCarthy, because I was reading about him, and I did know
about the House Un-American Activities Committee, and we knew
exactly what was going on—and we got very upset. I went home and
asked Mom and Dad after dinner if they were the ones who squealed to
the Feds. And they looked at me very seriously and said, ‘No,’ because
they supported her. 
—Mabel Miyasaki ‘56

Haven, CT. Walker led similar trips with PEP in 1971, 1972 and
1974.
“Claire believed firmly in the importance of people-to-people
diplomacy and was committed to dialogue with her counterparts
in Russia at a period in the depths of the Cold War when very little dialogue was possible,” said Dr. Davidson.
Walker retired from Friends School in 1975. That fall, she
accepted a teaching position at a Baltimore County public school,
substituting for a colleague who had been selected for a teaching
stint in Moscow. “Claire had promised him that she would teach
his class if he were selected. He was, and Claire kept her word,
even though she was looking forward to real retirement,” said Zita
Dabars, who taught Russian at Friends from 1975 to 1997.
In 1981, Walker became the first American to receive the prestigious Pushkin Medal, awarded by the International Association
of Teachers of Russian Language and Literature, in recognition of
her excellence in the dissemination of the Russian language. The
medal was awarded at a ceremony at Northwestern University by
the general secretary of the International Association and director
of the Pushkin Institute in Moscow, Vitaliy Kostomarov.

The influence of Mrs. Walker in my life has been enormous. I went on to
study Russian in college, graduate school. I met my husband in Moscow.
We lived in Moscow for almost seven years. My son was born while we
were living there. And it’s all because of Claire Walker. But there’s something else about Mrs. Walker’s influence in my life: she made me a misfit,
a misfit as a woman. When I graduated from Friends School in 1976, I
understood women’s rights because of the need for legislation, etcetera,
but I didn’t understand feminism. I had grown up at Friends School
with Lois Forbush, Doris Neumann, Claire Walker, and I didn’t
need empowerment. I didn’t seek what I already felt. These women ran
the school—excuse me, Dr. Forbush [Meetingroom laughter]. I didn’t
understand ‘the need for awareness’ of my ability, my equality…I got it.
These women, their strength, their intellect, their spiritual side—these
were huge motivating factors in my life.
—Gretchen Dickinson Trimble ‘76

My very first trip out of this country at age 14 was with Claire to Russia.
My mother tells the story often of watching the train leave for New York
and thinking, ‘What have I done?’ And my grandmother swore I was a
communist because I was going to Russia…During that first trip, I got
sick. And Claire, in her way, said, ‘Oh…well, we’ll call a doctor.’ And then
she left the room. And the doctor came and I was left with my five
months of Russian to explain to the doctor what was wrong, and then
deal with the doctor coming at me with about an eight-inch thermometer. Of course, it was a European axillary thermometer, but I didn’t know
that, and my Russian failed me greatly then.
—Kitty Bryant ’75

At the age of 85, Walker earned a Ph.D. from Senior
University and published a book based on her dissertation, The
Psychic Revolution of the 20th Century and Our Psychic Sense.
During this period, Walker also revisited the study of Sanskrit, a
language she had started learning in the 1950s but had put on
hold when Friends’ Russian program took off. In a 1996 biographical sketch, she wrote, “During the last 20 years, I have been developing the metaphysical aspect of a lifelong interest in religion,
languages and history.” She became active in a number of related
research organizations, including the Theosophical Society, the
Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship, the Institute of Noetic Sciences
and the Academy of Religion and Psychical Research, for which
she was longtime editor of its journal.
Active and healthy into her early 90’s, Walker was beset by
dementia in her final years, and Kenneth became her caregiver.
After he died last April, Walker’s condition rapidly declined.
“They had promised that they would always be together,” said
Terry Walker, “and I think she wanted to join him.” 

Other thoughts about Claire Walker
shared from Friends near and far:
Mrs. Walker’s unit on world religions was so thorough. She gave me an
understanding and respect for people of all religions that has lasted
my whole life, and that I have shared with my children. Especially in
our world today, I am grateful to Claire Walker for instilling in
us a deep respect for Islam. She taught us to pronounce and spell
the names of Muslim leaders and made clear to us that learning them
was important if we wanted to show respect for people of other cultures. To this day, whenever I meet a person with a difficult-to-pronounce name, I am careful to learn to spell it and say it because of
Mrs. Walker.
—Mary Young ‘68

Many inspiring instructors at Friends influenced my decision to
become a teacher; first and foremost among them was Claire Walker.
As a notoriously poor student of language, I decided to take Russian
my freshman year at Friends, figuring that everyone else would be
equally lost. I quickly came to realize my folly. Suddenly I was in the
most demanding course I experienced in high school, and I was clueless. If I remember correctly, I failed my first year of Russian, but
Claire Walker never gave up on me. Her faith in me and my desire
to be in the classroom with a great teacher led me to the ultimate sacrifice: summer school. I think I received a ‘D’ my sophomore year. I
may have worked harder for that grade than any ‘B’ or ‘A’ I earned. 
COLLECTION MAGAZINE | Friends School of Baltimore | Spring 2009
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50th Reunion Class Establishes Foreign Exchange Fund in Claire Walker's Memory
ast August, just after news of Claire Walker’s passing
spread through the Friends community, members of the
Class of ’59 gathered to begin discussing their 50th
Reunion gift to the School. As they considered different ways to
honor the School, the group reminisced about Claire Walker
and the many gifts she had imparted—among these, an interest
in foreign affairs and a desire to understand other languages and
cultures.
At least four members of the class had directly participated in
foreign exchanges. Bob Feild and Gene Hubbard left the School
in 1959 to study abroad, respectively, in Germany and England.
Anna Bulgari and Bill Ellis left their homelands in Italy and
England, respectively, to study at Friends. Establishing a fund for
foreign exchange at Friends, the class members decided, would
be a fitting tribute to the teacher who had helped them “to learn
our place in this ever-complex world,” as the class noted in its
1959 yearbook dedication to Walker.
“Claire was all about connecting in a direct way with the rest
of the world and its people,” says Bob Feild. Walker led the

American Field Service (AFS) initiative that brought foreign
students to Friends. Feild says she pushed him to become an
exchange student in Germany, an experience he describes as lifechanging. “I had been at Friends since nursery school and had
never been in an environment in which I was surrounded by
people speaking a foreign language,” he says. “Looking back, the
experience helped me to became more confident, self reliant…I
hope this fund encourages students to learn by doing, by leaving
the safety of the campus for greater challenges and learning from
foreign students who come into their midst.”
Presently, Upper School students have the option of participating in independent study programs through such organizations as Council on International Educational Exchange
(CIEE), Youth for Understanding and American Council of
Teachers of Russian, as well as AFS. Most recently, Lily Jacobs
’08 spent the fall of her senior year in Vladimir, Russia; Esme
West ’10 studied in Mexico last year; and Sara Hurwitz ’10 and
Alex Rudow ’10 are currently studying, respectively, in Spain
and France.

“During my entire 30-plus years of teaching and coaching, I have
always focused upon the two most important lessons I learned from
Claire Walker: One, have high expectations for each and every student.
Two, never give up on a student.
“Although Claire’s legacy lives on in each and every one of her students, in my case, that legacy has nothing to do with the Russian language and everything to do with my career in education.

to know her as I became an adult, and could see even more of her amazing qualities. Very few teachers shaped me the way Claire did. She was
the main reason I became a teacher. She showed me how to see
each student's potential and nurture it. I miss her wisdom in the
world.

L

—Brian Kaestner ’73

I will always remember her cocked eyebrow when she didn't
believe what you were saying. One day in history, we had an assignment that was due. Not everyone was prepared to turn in the assignment. When Mrs. Walker asked why some were not prepared, Kathy
Hutman explained that her house had burned down that night. Up went
one of Mrs. Walker's eyebrows, as she must have thought this was similar to ‘the dog ate my homework’ excuse. However, our classmates
explained that they had heard about the fire on the morning news, and
Mrs. Walker had to let her eyebrow relax.
—Judy Hamburger Goldthorp ’65

From 1968-1972, I was in daily awe and terror of Claire Walker. I was a
transfer student from a school whose language program was less particular. I found myself in Claire's Russian class, mute and embarrassed, but
during that first semester, she took me under her wing and got me up to
speed…Claire and I began a correspondence after I graduated, writing
each other several times a year to share our lives. It was wonderful to get
6
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—Mary Carroll Moore ’72

In spring of 1975, Byron Forbush introduced me to the assembly of
Upper School students and faculty members as 'the person who was
going to replace Claire Walker in teaching Russian and history.'
Addressing the audience, I stated that the people I had met at
Friends had expressed surprise that only one person was going
to replace Claire Walker!
“In 1979, when the construction of Broadmead was reaching its final
stages, Claire and Kenneth's landlord raised their apartment rent. They
felt that this was unfair. While having dinner at their apartment and
hearing this, I offered to have them move in with me until their place at
Broadmead would be ready. They took me up on it! For a month or two
we enjoyed each other's company and I enjoyed Kenneth's Old
Fashioned drinks!
—Zita Dabars, Upper School Russian teacher 1975-1997

A fiery redhead, Mrs. Walker sometimes wore a purple blouse—
for dramatic contrast, I'd guess; it certainly was a contrast to our plain
blue and white uniforms! One purple blouse-day, she turned to the
blackboard at the beginning of the class and there, perched on her back

Hurwitz, who planned her trip through CIEE, is keeping a
blog during her year-long escapade. “I am hanging out with
Spanish teens in school and after, talking tons of Spanish,” she
writes in one entry. “At the same time, it’s amazing how easy
finding English-speaking teens is. If you study abroad there
really is a great community of other exchange students: you
rarely feel isolated or alone. I give the Internet credit for that—
getting a weekend excursion together is as easy as sending out
Facebook messages or e-mails.”
Friends School and its families have also hosted international
students from time to time. In 2006-07, Andrei Tugin, a student
from Sakalin, Russia—an island in the Sea of Japan—traveled to
the U.S. through FLEX (Future Leaders Exchange), a program
funded by the U.S. Department of State and administered through
ACTR. The Moses family, parents of Russian students Molly ’07
and Matt ’09, graciously hosted Andrei for the entire year.
By formalizing a School-sponsored foreign exchange program, Friends affirms its commitment to deepening students’

(at shoulder blade height) was a large spider pin—gold legs with a purple stone as the body! She waited, with theatrical timing, until most of
the class had noticed and reacted, and turned around as if nothing was
amiss with her outfit. She got our attention, for sure.
—Elizabeth Cochran de Lima ’57

Mrs. Walker let each Sixth Grader choose a name for him- or herself, and,
in many cases, that name stuck with us through high school. For example, the four Carols in the class became: Taffy (Carol Adams), Teddy (Carol
King), Chris (Carol Christopher), and me, a girl of little imagination, Carol.
In fairness, Mrs. Walker chose her own nickname: ‘the Old Dragon’
(at that time, she was 39, which of course seemed ancient to us). I
always suspected that she did so to discourage students from calling her
worse names!
—Carol Harrington Fitting ‘57

I was conflicted about Mrs. Walker. I was not a strong student, but
elected to study Russian because I wanted a challenge. By reputation,
I had heard about Mrs. Walker's teaching approach. My attraction to
her class was as much about wanting to overcome my feeling of
being intimidated by her as it was about learning a language that, in
1969, was provocative, given the state of the Cold War and relations
with the Soviet Union.
“The legendary and iconoclastic practices that many must
remember about Mrs. Walker—playing the 1960's hit song
‘Silence is Golden’ at the beginning of class, enforcing Russian

understanding of and appreciation for the rich cultural traditions, divergent viewpoints and social systems that exist beyond
the U.S.—and to opening the School’s arms to international
students who seek to learn from us. “Friends students must
actively engage with people worldwide if they are to create a
more peaceful and prosperous future,” says Head of School
Matt Micciche. “The Class of ’59, through its remarkable gift,
will help to prepare this generation for the challenges of the
21st century, and will greatly enrich our community by bringing
international students to our campus.” 
Whether you are a former student of Claire Walker’s, or you simply share in her
passion for connecting with others around the world, we hope you will join the
Class of ’59 in supporting the Claire G. Walker Foreign Exchange Fund for Friends
School students. Please send gifts to Friends School c/o the Development Office.
Include “Foreign Exchange Fund” in the memo portion of your check.
Thank you.

as the only spoken language in her room, and her annual transformation at Bazaar into a fortune teller—left an indelible mark on me.
—Douglas Balder ’72

You didn't mess with Mrs. Walker.
“You did what you were told, and if you didn't keep your
nose clean she had a unique way of dealing with you. It would
take place during recess, when the rest of the class was outside romping
in the sunshine.
“You were assigned a blackboard and told to subtract some number
that was less than ten from 1,000, until the remainder was less than the
number you were subtracting. Each act of subtraction had to be written
neatly on the blackboard, and when the board was filled, you called her
to inspect your progress. Once she approved, you could erase the
descending columns of your previous work and continue until the board
was filled again.
“This went on ad nauseam.
“For instance, consider the ramifications of subtracting the number 7
from 1,000. It takes 142 separate acts of subtraction until you finally
reach a remainder that is less than the original 7. In this case, the correct
outcome is 6. If you were unfortunate enough to make it to the finish
and have the wrong remainder—say 4—instead of the above-required
6, you had to go back and start all over. If you were really naughty, you
were given a lower number to subtract, which made the fun last
longer… I never knew anyone who was so bad that he or she was
assigned a 1 to subtract.
—John David ‘56
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Remembering

Claire

Following the
Memorial Service for
Claire Walker, held at
Stony Run Friends
Meetinghouse on
Saturday, October 4,
alumni, family and
friends gathered for a
reception at the
Zamoiski Alumni
Center.

 Mel Heath, Nick Fessenden and John
Huffman.



 Joellen Geyer Armitage ’58.
Upper School Russian students Alex
Cassella ’10 and Tony Boswell ’10 with
alumna Caroline Kensler ’03, who also
studied Russian while at Friends.
Kitty Bryant ’75 and Zita Dabars.
Nick Nicolls ’62, Head of School Matt
Micciche and Coyd Walker ’60.
Sue Carnell, Betsy Forbush and Byron
Forbush ’47.













 Doris Neumann and Ted Rosenberg '59.
 Terry Walker ’62, Matt Worthington ’60 and Bob Heaton ’56.
 John Carnell speaks with Lee Riley '78.
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New Fund Encourages Advanced Faculty Study
Anne Homer Martin ’37’s
Endowment Gift Spearheads
Important Initiative
ike the ornate oak bench she and her sister Frannie Homer ’38 carved during
Roman Steiner’s woodworking class (a piece that’s now part of the School’s
archival collection), Anne Homer Martin ‘37’s memories of Friends School
and its exceptional teachers—Mr. Etter, Mr. Purnell, Miss Kilmer, Mr. Durham,
Mr. Kuller and Mr. Steiner—are permanently etched in her mind. She recalls with
fondness the top floor gymnasium at Friends’ Park Avenue location, where she was
enrolled beginning in the Fifth Grade. “We had to wear maroon bloomers and
white sailor blouses with collars during basketball practice,” recalls Anne.

L
Anne Martin ’37
celebrated her
90th birthday in
November 2008.

About Frannie Homer ’38:
Frannie Homer, a star field hockey
player at Friends School and
Connecticut College for Women,
held teaching and coaching positions at Dwight Englewood School
in New Jersey and at Friends,
where she was Varsity field hockey
coach from 1951 until her retirement in 1969. She was a senior
member of the U.S. Field Hockey
Association at the time of her
death in November 1983.

Anne was graduated from Friends in 1937—one of the first classes to emerge from
the School’s Homeland campus—and attended Maryland College for Women in
Lutherville, MD, where she received a bachelor’s degree in 1942. She earned a master’s degree in physical education the following year from Columbia Teacher’s College.
Then, with Frannie, traveled to Mexico, where she studied art. In the 1950s, Anne
returned to Friends School, where she served in the Pre-Primary and Alumni Offices
for several years. Following a brief stint at St. Paul’s School for Girls, Martin rejoined
Friends in the mid-1990s, and has been with the School ever since, serving in the
Development Office as a part-time alumni research assistant. The Alumni Board presented Anne with the Award for Outstanding Alumni Service in 2002. This spring,
she will once again be honored when the Board of Trustees, during its annual
Employee Recognition program, recognizes her for 25 years at Friends.
Throughout her tenure, Anne has contributed generously to the School’s annual
funds and capital campaigns. After an endowed fund was established in Frannie’s
memory at the Baltimore Community Foundation, Anne was instrumental in directing income from that fund to Friends School’s field hockey program—a gift that is
much appreciated by the Athletic Department and its young athletes. On occasion,
Anne has been known to throw out the first field hockey ball of the season—to the
cheers of the grateful players and coaches who benefit from Frannie’s legacy.
Last fall, Anne dramatically stepped up her commitment to Friends, establishing
the Anne Homer Martin ’37 Fund for Advanced Faculty Study. The fund will provide
financial support to faculty seeking higher degrees, according to Gayle Latshaw,
Assistant Head of School for Development. “Friends School’s outstanding teachers
provided Anne with an excellent education and a desire to continue learning and
growing,” says Latshaw, who marvels at Anne’s tech-savvy research abilities. “This
fund will ensure that Friends teachers can continue to expand their knowledge
through advanced degrees, and pass these benefits on to their students. Anne’s generosity and vital spirit are an inspiration to us all.” 
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Voices from the

Inauguration
Friends students, alumni and faculty on the scene in Washington,
D.C. on January 20, 2009, share personal accounts of this
historic event.
by Brenda Petersen, Chair,
History Department

admit when I signed up to chaperone 100 students to the Inauguration in D.C., my next thought was,
“What have I gotten myself into?” The school tried to plan out the day carefully, but I kept having fears
something would go wrong. Here’s how our caper was supposed to come off:

I

1. Kids show up at 5 p.m. on Monday and sleep over at the School with 10 brave chaperones.
2. Ten other chaperones (including me) show up at 3:30 a.m. to get the kids loaded onto three school
buses to travel to RFK Stadium in D.C.
3. Once at RFK, we would walk to the National Mall, set up base camp as close to the Capitol as we could,
and organize bathroom and food trips.
4. Return home with all the kids—with no one missing or maimed.

Destination DC: The Friends
contingent boarded three
yellow school buses in the
pre-dawn hours.

The walk to the National Mall.

10

In the weeks before, we met with kids and parents, emphasizing that this was a trip for seriAmong all the distractions, we
ous students who could be community-minded
all could still see the staff that
and flexible. No showing up in flip-flops, clad in
pajamas, carrying a pillow, asking to hit
Upper School Principal Peter
Starbucks on the way to the ceremonies. I
(who’s about 6’5”) was holdaddressed the kids using all my RPCV [returned
Peace Corps volunteer] swagger—no whining kiding high above his head.
dos, or else! The group seemed to take the message
seriously, and we all went about the business of laying out our long underwear and contemplating the
virtues of wool vs. synthetic socks.
Before I knew it, it was the night before the trip. The worst part of having to wake up at 2:30 in
the morning is not the waking up, but waking up every hour before then because one is so gripped
with fear of sleeping past the alarm. I was actually grateful when 2:30 rolled around so I could get
out of the anticipation stage and into the action stage.
At 3:30 I arrived at School to find everyone in motion: kids changing into winter gear, teachers
making sandwiches, administrators going over emergency rosters. Surveying the food, I realized
this would be a “nostalgia eating day”—a rare opportunity to indulge in all the bad food of your
youth: Wonder Bread sandwiches, cheese curls, Little Debbie snack cakes. I had packed my own
food, but I knew I was going to forage into the student food like a bear at a campsite.
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keep everyone together. There were already throngs
of people making their way to the shuttle buses, and
there were lots of vendors selling every sort of
Obama pin, shirt, and hat imaginable. (My one
Upon arrivi
ng at RFK St
ad
regret: I didn’t buy an “Obama” air freshener.)
iu
them to Nor
m, the grou
p boarded sh
th Capitol. Pi
ctured here
uttles to take
Flannery M
Among all these distractions, we all could still see
are (1.-r.) se
cCardle, Kylie
niors Libby
Minton and
Nichols,
Ellen Mehri
the staff that Peter (who’s about 6’5”) was holding
ng.
high above his head.
We were hoping to walk all the way to the
Capitol,
but
the
National Guard said we had to take the shuttle
I will always feel bonded with the people
buses. At this point, our group split into two—the first group,
with whom I shared this historical moment.
led by Peter and his shepherd’s staff, boarded one shuttle. In
keeping with the theme “hurry up and wait,” the rest of us stood
I felt proud to be a teacher, proud to be
around and shuffled our feet for about an hour before boarding
among Quakers, and proud to be among my
the next available bus. We then sat or stood on said bus in traffic for another 45 minutes before rejoining our group. While
fellow Americans.
the waiting was tedious, the kids and I secretly relished the
chance to warm our toes.
At 4:30 we finally got everybody loaded on the buses.
Around 8 a.m., we were finally all together again, and on the
Amazingly, there was little to no traffic during our ride. The
move. Like pilgrims heading toward Bath or Mecca, everyone
kids were mellow, catnapping and storing up these last warm,
walked mindfully and cheerfully towards the National Mall. We
cozy moments before heading out in 20-degree weather. I got all
got a few looks because of Peter’s staff—“Is there a herd of sheep
their cell phone numbers and texted them the message “u rock”
headed this way?” We just kept on moving and tried not to let
to make sure their phones worked.
our blessed staff out of our sight.
At 5:30 or so we pulled into RFK Stadium, which was
At 9:30, we made it to the Promised Land—the National
already full with buses from other tours and school groups.
Mall. I couldn’t believe that everything had gone so smoothly
Peter Gilmore, our principal, pulled out the shepherd’s staff that
and the Mall was not too crowded. Then I remembered that we
I found years ago in my room—probably some forgotten prop
had about three more hours to “hurry up and wait.” Luckily for
from a ’70s school musical production of “Jesus Christ Superme, the kids and the teachers all had the attitude, “Yes, we can!”
star.” I laughed when I saw him with it, but the staff became the
Like newborn puppies, most of the kids formed a huddle on the
MVP of the trip. As we started to make our way out of the staground and fell asleep. It’s actually a teenage superpower—adodium it quickly became clear how difficult it was going to be to
lescents can sleep almost anywhere in any conditions (except in
Freshmen
Laney Mathias
and Ella
Cooper.

I had a great time at the Inauguration. The most memorable
moment was on our walk to the Mall. There were mobs of people,
and it was freezing. I was starting to get tired of walking, when a
lady near me started to chant: ‘When I say O you say BAMA.’
Everyone forgot how cold and tired they were and started to
chant: ‘O-BAMA O-BAMA!’
“After the ceremony, as we all tried to leave at the same time,
we got stuck at an intersection. We had moved less than a block
in an hour. I was happily surprised that no fights erupted. People
were worn out from the day and being bumped by the crowds,
yet they kept their composure.
—Laney Mathias ‘12
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Juniors Melanie
Gatewood, Hillary
Kolodner, Sophie Moore
and Jordan Hinds.

I was genuinely moved by Obama’s speech—I
found his honesty about what we are facing
refreshing, his call for action inspiring, and
his reference to past struggles touching. Okay,
I cried… Didn’t you?
their hotel rooms at night, when you are the chaperone). Other kids made
arduous journeys in search of bathrooms and food, returning with varying
levels of success. One student, who is now my favorite child, by the way,
brought me a hot chocolate (for which he had to wait in line an hour).
I couldn’t let myself relax, which is how I am on trips with kids. I get into
Roman-sentinel-mode, standing at attention, ready to attack both threatening
outsider and misbehaving teenager with equal ferocity. I did manage to boogie
down a little bit to the Jumbotron telecast of the previous night’s festivities.
You cannot be in the presence of a two-story image of Stevie Wonder performing “Higher Ground” and not get “jiggy with it.”

Upper School teachers Brenda Petersen, John Reilly and Bill
Hilgartner. The hook played an important role during the event.

Once the group staked out its place on the Mall,
“about 20 kids plopped down on the ground
and formed a kind of human compost heap,
huddling together in all kinds of innocent ways
to bond, fight off the cold, and in some cases,
even sleep,” said Tom Buck. At the center of the
heap, with flag, is Grace Trout ’12.

Nothing could perturb me, not the biting
cold, not the miles spent marching, not even
hours of standing still, shoulder to shoulder
with strangers and friends. In fact, that, to
me, was one of the highlights. Having
worked on the Obama campaign since the
summer, I understood just how important the
masses were to the campaign. During the
swearing-in I wandered away from our group
and surrounded myself with unfamiliar faces.
I stood and watched with a young couple and
their baby, with three college students, with
an old man wrapped in a black woolen overcoat and wearing a fur cap. We watched
together, and we cheered together, and we
wept together.
—Michael Mandelkorn ‘09

12
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In case you’re wondering how
long it takes a group of 100 to
make use of three bathrooms—it
takes about an hour.

“I’ll always be glad I was there.”

Attending the Obama inauguration was all about history for me.
Being with my son [Andy Buck ‘09], students and colleagues,
By the time the ceremony began, the Mall
freezing to death, coming up with creative ways to kill time,
was filled to capacity, the students were awake,
munching on power bars because I didn’t feel like schlepping a
and I was observing how beautiful the Capitol
lunch bag, avoiding drinking anything so I wouldn’t have to
looks when the sun is shining and the
stand in line at the spot-aperson about to occupy it is someone I
might actually be able to respect. I wasn’t
pots…I’ll always be glad I was
so into Aretha Franklin, the classical
there.
music piece, or the opening prayer.
“On the shuttle we took
However, I was genuinely moved by
from RFK to the Capitol, I was
Obama’s speech—I found his honesty
standing next to a middle-aged
about what we are facing refreshing, his
call for action inspiring, and his referAfrican-American woman.
ence to past struggles touching. Okay, I
Because I had seen buses from
cried… Didn’t you? Didn’t we all? We
all over, I asked her where she
stayed to sing the National Anthem and
was from. “Montgomery,
then joined the crowds making their way
Alabama,” she replied, which
out of the Mall.
From 1-4 p.m. it was more “hurry up
almost took my breath away.
Father and son, Andy ’09
and wait,” but I was relieved that everyone
and Tom Buck.
Montgomery, Alabama, right
kept their cool despite being packed
up there with Selma and
together like cattle being led to slaughter.
Memphis and Little Rock and Cambridge in the history of the
Once again, Peter’s staff was pivotal in preventCivil Rights movement.
ing all of us from having panic attacks—continually watching for it became the most intense
“From the sublime to the ridiculous: where there are high
“Where’s Waldo” exercise of my life. We
school kids, there will be sweetness. Once we staked out our
stopped by the William Penn House, a Quaker
place on the frozen tundra of the Mall, about 20 kids plopped
hostel, for a bathroom break. In case you’re
down on the ground and formed a kind of human compost heap,
wondering how long it takes a group of 100 to
huddling together in all kinds of innocent ways to bond, fight off
make use of three bathrooms—it takes about
an hour. It was slow going as we made our way
the cold, and, in some cases, even sleep.
back to the stadium, but again I commend the
“Finally, let’s hear it for our fearless leader, Peter Gilmore,
kids. They were focused, calm, and even conwho brought along a huge biblical staff that he held way above
tent. The bus ride home was quiet and delihis already-elevated head whenever we traveled as a group. I
ciously warm, with everyone flashing each other
had responsibility for ten seniors and drummed into them that
satisfied grins that said, “Right on, my brothers
and sisters.”
we would stay together ‘no matter what.’ With a million and a
We arrived home to go our separate ways,
half other people keeping us company, I knew the chances of
but I will always feel bonded with the people
that actually happening were slim, but as long as we could look
with whom I shared this historical moment.
in front of us and see that staff, we knew we were okay.
I felt proud to be a teacher, proud to be
among Quakers, and proud to be among my
fellow Americans. I’m hoping to hold on to
that feeling as long as I can. Before going to
bed, I texted the kids, “u still rock”—and
they really do! 

—Tom Buck, Upper School English teacher
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A Ringside Seat at The Newseum
by Frank Bond, Jr. ’69, producer, host/moderator, The Newseum

“Nothing prepared
us for the excitement we experienced on January
20, 2009.”

Frank Bond, Jr. ’69, covers
the Inauguration.

14

hen in 2000 The Freedom Forum purchased the parcel of land on Pennsylvania Avenue
for its Newseum, we spoke excitedly about being on “America's Main Street,” and how, on
Inauguration Day, the new President would drive past our front door. At the time,
Inauguration 2009 seemed far off into the future: the architects and construction company still
needed to design and build the space. Our curatorial staff needed to collect more artifacts, and we
at the Freedom Forum needed to attract partners to help fund the exhibits. We accomplished all
those things and opened with great excitement last April. But nothing prepared us for the excitement we experienced on January 20, 2009.
Those of us who worked on Inauguration Day spent the night before inside the Newseum. Our
building is located inside the “security zone”; we had no idea how large the crowds would be, how
understanding the police would be, how smooth the announced security procedures would be. We
imagined it was better to arrive a day early and hunker down than to risk being kept out in the
early hours. Of course, this meant sleeping through a party Ariana Huffington threw for 500 of her
closest friends, including Robert DeNiro, Sharon Stone, Dustin Hoffman, Ashton and Demi and
Val Kilmer. The bandstand was ably manned by Sting, Will-I-am and Sheryl Crowe. Unfortunately,
it was not our party, so like obedient kids, we stayed upstairs in our jammies and didn’t misbehave.
Inauguration Day began for me at 3 a.m. By 4:30, I was on the roof of our building, documenting the various television stations' operations. We had FOX, ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, Bloomberg
News, NPR, and CBS Radio all broadcasting from our Main Street vantage point. When the oath
of office was administered, it was projected on our 640-inch HD screen. People sat on the atrium
floor and lined four overlooks and two staircases to watch. From there, they also listened to
President Obama's Inaugural Address, and the recitation of the Inaugural Poem.
This was a special election cycle for the entire nation. What will always mark it for me is the
number of children I saw at every turning point. On election day, I saw parents bring their children—toddlers through middle school—to the polls as they voted. When I covered the first
Presidential Debate, I saw families on blankets in The Grove at Ole Miss, watching Obama and
McCain square off for the first time on giant flat panel TV screens on a warm Mississippi autumn
night. And on Inauguration Day, there were 25 people in line outside our door at 4:30 a.m. They
had their tickets already. They knew we didn't open until 10 a.m., but they did not want to risk
being shut out. I’m sure those children will tell that story to their grandchildren. 

W
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HONORING THE BEST IN FRIENDS ATHLETICS:

The 12 Varsity Letter Club
by Amy Mortimer '87,
Sports Information Director

Achieving this rank in the School’s athletic pantheon is no small feat.
The 12-letter Varsity athlete never takes a season off, or even a day off
between seasons.
his spring, when lacrosse players Ryan DeSmit ’09, Flannery McArdle ’09 and Libby Nichols ’09
took to the field for their last season at Friends, they joined an elite group of Friends athletes: the
12-Varsity Letter Club. Only nine students in the last nine years have earned this honor by playing
on Varsity teams in three different sports during each of their four years in the Upper School.
Friends annually names several athletes to the Scarlet and
Gray Society for having earned a minimum of five Varsity letters
Flannery McArdle ’09
in three different sports during their high school careers. Jon
Garman ’75, former Athletic Director and father of T.J. ’03 and
Caitlin ’04 Garman, established the 12-Varsity Letter Club in
2001 because he felt that students who make a greater commitment to the athletic program deserved greater recognition.
“Athletes who earn 12 Varsity letters distinguish themselves early
on through their athletic versatility and work ethic,” he says. “These
students advance directly to the Varsity level as freshmen, participate
in a full-range of interscholastic sports—despite the pressures to specialize in one activity—and maintain that high level of effort and
School pride throughout their high school careers.”
This work ethic translates into academic discipline in the classroom—students must maintain their GPA if they wish to participate
in interscholastic sports. Here at Friends, where students are encouraged to become multifaceted, it also opens doors to other areas of
school life. Flannery McArdle, for instance, carries six majors, doubling in science. She co-heads both the UNICEF Club and Students
Supporting Athletics and is a member of Habitat for Humanity. Her
classmates share similar responsibilities. Libby Nichols co-heads the Cancer Awareness Club and
Students Supporting Athletics, and has double minors in photography 3 and digital photography. Ryan
DeSmit sings in the Chorus and is a member of the Model United Nations Club. All three of these
talented young people will pursue athletics in
college. McArdle will play soccer at Carlton
Libby Nichols ’09
College, Nichols will play both field hockey
and lacrosse at Connecticut College, and
DeSmit will pursue lacrosse at Towson
University.
Many other Friends students attained 12
Varsity letters before 2001, and many others
will be added to the club’s rolls in years to
come. It is impressive to note, however, that it
will be three more years before anyone will
become eligible for inclusion in the 12 Varsity
Letter Club. Until then, Friends School
applauds its newest 12 Varsity Letter honorees.
Congratulations Flannery, Libby and Ryan! 

T
mit ’09

eS
Ryan D

12 Varsity Letter
Club Honorees
Kyle Harrison ’01
soccer, lacrosse, and
basketball
Blair Wooten ’03
fall soccer, indoor soccer and
softball
Sarah Bancroft ’05
soccer, basketball and lacrosse
Sarah Ritter ’05
soccer, basketball and lacrosse
Kristin Schwab ’05
field hockey, indoor soccer and
lacrosse
Sarah Palmer ’06
field hockey, indoor soccer and
lacrosse
Ryan DeSmit ’09
soccer, basketball and lacrosse
Flannery McArdle ’09
fall soccer, indoor soccer
and lacrosse
Libby Nichols ’09
field hockey, soccer and lacrosse
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Got Spirit? Fans fill the stands for Friday Night Basketball at the Quakerdome.



Good
Sports!

Friends wrapped up its fall and winter athletic seasons with
numerous individual and team accomplishments, including, in
the fall: post-season play in three championship games—
Varsity Boys,’ Varsity Girls’ and JV Boys’ Soccer—and a newlyenergized Varsity Football program. Winter saw the Varsity
Girls’ Basketball team win the B Conference title and the
Squash team make its first appearance in the MIAA finals.

Let’s Go, Quakers!



1. Jon Schmidt ’11
guards his St.
Paul’s opponent.
2. Omar Wahdan
’09, backed by
Marrio Davis ’09,
races against Boys’
Latin opponents for
ball possession.


3. Friends’ Varsity players (1.-r.) Erin Lochary
’10, Catherine Rosenberg ’09 and Emily Orrson ’09
prepare to battle for ball possession against their Baltimore Lutheran opponents.





4. Katy McConnell ’10 controls the ball against a Mt.
de Sales player.
5. Cory Yates ’09 prepares
for the take-down against
an Annapolis Area
Christian grappler.



6. Kelly Dayton ’09 evades
the grasp of a Frederick
County Christian player.
7. Emily Orrson ’09 leaps
into the arms of teammate
Flannery McArdle ’09 after
McArdle scored the winning
goal in the B Conference
Championship game against
St. Paul’s School for Girls.
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F R I E N D S S C H O O L PA R E N T S A S S O C I AT I O N N E W S

Friends School Welcomes New York Times
Best-selling Author Lee Woodruff
signs
oodruff wing her
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he Friends School Parents Association (FSPA) on March 12
hosted Lee Woodruff, co-author, with her husband, former ABC
“World News Tonight” anchorman Bob Woodruff, of The New
York Times bestseller In an Instant: A Family’s Journey of Love and
Healing. The free, public lecture, held in the Forbush Auditorium,
attracted a diverse audience, including many Baltimore public radio listeners, who had heard Ms. Woodruff ’s interview with
WYPR-FM’s “Midday” host Dan Rodricks that afternoon.
Lee Deitch, FSPA Educational Forum Chair, arranged
Ms. Woodruff ’s appearance at Friends, which was no
small feat given the author’s demanding schedule.
Currently on a book tour to promote her latest work,
Perfectly Imperfect: A Life in Progress, published in April by Random
House, Woodruff is a contributor for ABC’s “Good Morning America” and
is also on the board of trustees of the Bob Woodruff Family Foundation, a
nonprofit organization that provides critical resources and support to injured
U.S. service members, veterans and their families, especially those affected by
the signature hidden injuries of war: traumatic brain injury and combat stress.
Ms. Woodruff ’s presentation alternated at times between hilarious and heartbreaking. Afterward, she signed books and cheerfully chatted with audience members while Claudia Deitch ’14, a daughter of Lee Deitch, peddled rings and pendants embossed
with “ReMind,” the foundation’s signature. The 13-year-old Friends student, who selected the
charity as her mitzvah project in honor of her upcoming bat mitzvah, collected financial contributions from audience members in exchange for the colorful plastic keepsakes.

T

FSPA NEWS

Claudia Deitch ’14 sold
“ReMind” gift items to
support the Bob
Woodward Family
Foundation.

For more information about Bob Woodruff Family Foundation, go to www.remind.org.

Volunteers make the world go ’round
The Friends School Parents Association (FSPA) could never do all it does for the School community without the hard work of the
many people who volunteer their time and talents across all divisions of the School. Thank you to everyone who volunteered this
year, whether you helped out in the classroom, dished out Wednesday pizza in the Lower School or supported our arts groups and
athletic teams.

Special thanks to these folks
• Shannon Samson, Programs & Events Chair, who jumped into the position midterm and spearheaded several events with boundless energy and enthusiasm
• Lee Deitch, Educational Forum Chair, who arranged author Lee Woodruff’s appearance
• Tom Minton, Scarlet & Gray Day Coordinator, for his long-term service to the community
• Marilynn Duker and Beth Nichols, Parents Supporting Athletics Coordinators, for making sure our athletes had the support and recognition they deserve
• Mary Ann Wylie and the Family Support Network team for their tireless efforts and compassion supporting Friends families in need
• Carter Brigham and Sharon Ford, Teacher Appreciation Luncheon Coordinators, for organizing and executing a memorable day for faculty, staff and
administrators
• Simona Vricella, Chris McSherry, Beverly Ciccarone and Laura Prichett, Lower School Pizza Day team, for all they do to make pizza day the best day of
the week for our kids (and their parents)
• Outgoing FSPA Board members: Sherri Weinman (Pre-Primary Chair), Bob Kneebone (Middle School Chair), Betsy Mosmiller (Lower School Chair), Kamila
McGinnis (Member-at-Large), Susan Walker (Communications Chair)
Parents Association Volunteers Always Needed: There are lots of opportunities in all divisions to get involved at Friends next year. To find out more, or to volunteer, contact Volunteer Chair Laurie Freeman at laurie.freeman@radisson.com or 410-486-4137.
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STRATEGIC PLAN:

Board’s New Diversity Plan is a Critical First Step
in Creating a More Inclusive School Community
he Board of Trustees’ Diversity Committee in March unveiled its
newly published Diversity Plan to Enhance Multiculturalism and
Inclusion at Friends. Subtitled “Developing Habits of Mind and
Heart,” the 16-page document presents the Board’s intention to enhance
diversity and multiculturalism at Friends—a critical component of the
School’s strategic plan. It also offers six queries to guide School constituents as they seek to create a more vibrant environment for students,
teachers and families—ethnically, racially, economically, and coeducationally. The emphasis on coeducation is intentional. Friends’ 225-year history of coeducation, grounded in the Quaker testimony of equality, is
essential to our institutional identity and to our ongoing conversations
about inclusiveness and fostering mutual understanding.
In formulating its plan, the Diversity Committee conducted extensive
“Students who are in an intentionally
research, including interviewing educators from five U.S. independent
inclusive environment become better
schools recognized for educational excellence in multicultural settings—
Greenhill School (Dallas, TX), Gordon School (East Providence, RI),
critical thinkers, are more open and
Sidwell Friends (DC), Georgetown Day School (DC) and Friends Select
receptive learners, and are adept team School (Philadelphia, PA). These conversations revealed notable similarplayers—all qualities that enable them ities: all five schools excelled at communicating with parents and alumni,
offered comprehensive cultural competency education, and deliberately
to thrive in and contribute to our
included broad cultural perspectives and inclusive content in their curriculums.
richly complex and increasingly
“Our most significant lessons come from national research showing
interdependent world.”
what educational leaders are doing and what they have accomplished,”
says Sue Carnell, who co-clerks the Diversity Committee with Wallace
—Sue Carnell, co-chair,
Gatewood. “Diversity, in all its dimensions, adds significant, measurable
Board of Trustees Diversity Committee
value to our children’s educational program. Students who are in an
intentionally inclusive environment become better critical thinkers, are
more open and receptive learners, and are adept team players—all qualities that enable them to thrive in and contribute to our richly complex and increasingly interdependent world.”
One significant area of focus for the School is to increase the number of students and faculty of color.
Presently, only about 9 percent of faculty and 24 percent of students identify themselves as not Caucasian. These
numbers will improve over time, according to Wallace Gatewood. “The demographic ‘tea leaves’ say nothing less,”
he says. What may be more important as Friends looks to 2015 and beyond, he argues, are the changes in what
we feel, think and do about diversity—“our hearts, minds and behavior.”
In March, the Diversity Committee mailed copies of the plan to the entire Friends School community. In
April, the Board hosted two open forums for parents and alumni to review the plan’s major components, answer
questions and discuss ways in which we can work to advance the School’s diversity mission. “We hope the diversity plan will be the beginning of a rich dialogue with parents, students, alumni and faculty,” says Carnell. “Our
students are our hope and treasure, and we can learn much from them about tomorrow’s world.”

TRUSTEE NEWS

Mind
&

T

Heart

Additional copies of Friends’ Diversity Plan to Enhance Multiculturalism and Inclusion at Friends: Developing Habits of Mind and Heart are available. To
request one, e-mail hblalock@friendsbalt.org. You may also read the plan on-line at www.friendsbalt.org/about/strategicplan/diversityplan.pdf.
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STRATEGIC PLAN:

Bold & Fiscally Responsible:
Plan Implementation Begins following Prioritization
n March the Strategic Plan Advisory Committee delivered to the School’s senior administrative team its prioritized recommendations for strategic plan implementation. These initiatives and plans will be accomplished as economics permit. “We are
extremely fortunate to have started the process when we did,” said Head of School Matt Micciche. “As a result of that timing,
Friends is in an excellent position to move forward, boldly and responsibly, with those aspects of the plan that will provide the
most benefit, even during these uncertain times. Enriching the quality of the Friends School educational experience
is the best way to ensure the School’s long-term health.” The proposals range from enhancing professional development for Friends teachers to aligning the School’s curriculum to adapt to future demands. A report on the Strategic Plan
Committee’s recommendations and a detailed implementation timetable for coming initiatives will be issued this spring.

I

TRUSTEE NEWS

The Strategic Planning Process
The Board of Trustees initiated the
strategic planning process in the fall of 2006.
With help from consultants Judy Schechtman and Marc Frankel of Triangle Associates, the Strategic Plan Committee, clerked
by Board Chair Bill Smillie, developed a
framework for conducting the process. Over
four months the School conducted a confidential on-line survey, in which more than
650 individuals—including 384 parents and
162 alumni—participated. The committee
also gathered information during a dozen
constituent focus groups, a town hall-style
meeting and a two-day retreat at the Sheppard Pratt Conference Center that was
attended by 100 members of the School
community. Following this research phase,
the committee prepared and presented a
draft plan to the full Board, which approved
it in May, 2007. A booklet summarizing the
plan, “Foundations for the Future,” was then
disseminated to the entire School community (see the summary, and the original full
text of the plan, at www.friendsbalt.org/
about/strategicplan).
The process of developing the plan’s specific initiatives was delegated to the faculty
and staff, which organized the effort beginning in September 2007 by establishing
eight task forces—Employee Attraction and
Retention, Teaching and Learning, Whom
Do We Serve, Student Diversity, Quaker
Principles, Community Impact, Marketing
and Communications, and Financial Aid
Distribution. These working groups met
throughout the 2007-08 school year to
formulate recommendations which they
presented to the Strategic Plan Advisory
Committee last fall.

Construction Update
Construction of our new dining hall and the renovation and refurbishment of the
wrestling room, fitness facility, and Quaker Closet are on pace to open at the start of
the 2009-10 school year.
The LEED*-certified dining hall—which will occupy a newly-constructed second
floor above the former cafeteria and wrestling room—incorporates many “green” features, including EnergyStar-rated
equipment. A commercial-grade dishwasher will allow the
School to forego almost entirely the use of disposable cups,
plates, and utensils—a substantial environmental benefit.
Most significantly, the design of the dining hall will make it
possible to operate the space with only natural lighting during daytime hours. This new space, to be used by all academic divisions, is intended to nurture the sense of
Rendering courtesy Ziger|Snead architects
community Friends School families enjoy. Faculty, parents
and student groups are already envisioning ways in which adults and children can
come together to enjoy food, music and fellowship in a space that is large enough to
seat 400 people, yet feels warm and elegant in its Craftsman-like simplicity.
FLIK, the School’s food service provider, scaled down its operations in 2008-09 in
order to accommodate the School’s construction phase. The Middle and Upper
Schools also adjusted their schedules and adapted their facilities to create temporary
lunchrooms in lieu of a cafeteria.
Once the new dining space and expanded food preparation area are completed,
FLIK will be able to enhance its offerings to students and faculty. Based on input from
the Friends community, the company plans to provide additional health-conscious
menu options and post nutritional information about the foods served. The School, as
part of its commitment to promoting sustainability, will be including locally-grown,
organically-raised foods in the lunch program.
“We are grateful to all those who bore the inconvenience of the construction
process so patiently. This group includes the Physical Education department, the
Quaker Closet staff and volunteers, FLIK, and particularly the wrestling teams. Their
flexibility and good will throughout the construction process were remarkable,” says
Head of School Matt Micciche. “Be assured, the new improvements will be well worth
the temporary dislocation necessitated by the construction process.”

To see progress on the new dining hall, visit the Dining Hall Construction Cam at www.friendsbalt.org/news/construction.
*LEED stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. LEED certification is granted only to construction projects that meet a high standard of energy efficiency and environmental responsibility.
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2008 ALUMNI ART SHOW
This year's Alumni Art Show drew entries from approximately 25 artists, many of whom attended the opening
reception on November 19 at the Zamoiski Alumni Center.
Works ranged from wood carvings and textiles, to drawings, photographs and paintings, like this self-portrait by
Megary Sigler ’95. To view the entire show on-line, go to
www.friendsbalt.org/alumni/artshowgallery.

Megary Sigler,
“Honeymoon
Self-Portrait,”
Oil on canvas,
2007

ALUMNI NEWS

NYC Alumni Gathering
Our 2009 NYC faculty travelers:
Tom Buck, Brian
Rollfinke, Tom
Binford, Bill
Hilgartner,
George Wright
and Rich
Seiler ’68.

Paul Greenfield ’04, Kate Koppelman ’04 and Charlie
Totten ’04.

Louis Rouse ’94, Rich Santos ’94 and Carrie
Mallonee ’93.
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A great crowd of NYC area alumni—
85 strong!—filled the AIA Center for
Architecture in the West Village in
February 2009. Faculty members
Tom Binford, Tom Buck, Bill
Hilgartner, Brian Rollfinke, Rich
Seiler ’68 and George Wright made
the trip up Route 95 and pronounced
the party “the best ever”!
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Above: Emily Guggino ’97, David Rosenberger ’89
and Lauren Dopkin ’97. Below: Packed house of
alumni listen as Head of School Matt Micciche welcomes the group.

YOUNG ALUMNI
THANKSGIVING LUNCHEON

Above: Class of 2008 grads Miranda GordonZigel, Ethan Thomas, Jen Schmidt, Amy Jacks,
Adrienne Knight, Trevor Cyran, Alyssa Bitzel,
Ray DeSmit, Frank Donnelly. Right: Melanie
Worley ’08 and Annie Kruger ’08

Approximately 100 of our youngest
alums from the Classes of 20032008 gathered at the ZAC for an
elegant pre-Thanksgiving luncheon.
Afterward, guests toured the newlyrefurbished Upper School Library,
made possible by the Class of 2007
Senior Family Gift, after ascending
the new stairway to the Upper
School, furnished through the 2008
Senior Family Gift.

ALUMNI NEWS

ALUMNI NIGHT @ FRIDAY NIGHT BASKETBALL (FNB)
About 60 alums, many with families in tow, attended the
second annual Alumni Night at FNB. Following a childfriendly reception at the ZAC, students and alumni danced in
the gym to classic rock hits performed by Friends’ own “Four
Feet Under,” featuring Seventh Graders Juliet Bishop, William
Frost and Andrew Kirkpatrick, with special guest Paul Yutzy.

Left: Four Feet Under
rocking out in the gym
before tip-off of the basketball game. Above:
Leigh Weitzmann '07,
Tanya Tavassolie '07,
Upper School History
Chair Brenda Petersen
and Sarah Matteson '07

Above: Jennifer Corrigan ’89 with her
daughter Mary and Read Carter ’90
and his daughter Keely enjoying the
pre-game reception at the Zamoiski
Alumni Center. Left: Lower School students mug for the camera.
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Pre-Primary

CHILDREN & GRANDCHILDREN OF ALUMNI:

Generations at Friends
ALUMNI NEWS
Ashley Applefeld ’14
David Applefeld ’83
David Ball ’09
Douglas Ball ’76
Sam Barber ’17
Kathleen Standiford ’81
Jordan Ball ’16
George Ball ’82
Eli Belzberg ’20
Jessica Harrison Belzberg ’93
David Binford ’20
Manuel Binford ’16
Nicolas Binford ’13
Dahira Lievano Binford ’81
Robert Blanchard ’18
Diana Fleischer Schofield ’62
Tony Boswell ’10
Harry Boswell III ’70
Kathleen Butler ’13
Jean Young Butler ’81
Arnold Capute, III ’12
Arnold Capute, Jr. ’71
Alice Carnell ’18
J. Atticus Carnell ’14
J. Kevin Carnell ’84
Kyle Christoff ’20
Allison Jensen Christoff ’88
Wilson Connolly ’10
Harry J. Connolly ’70

Lower School
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Haley Connor ’18
Denise Galambos ’80
Ella Cooper ’12
Jake Cooper ’09
Andrew C. Cooper ’73
Marrio Davis ’09
Marilyn Harris Davis ’71
Baylee DeSmit ’20
Daniel DeSmit ’16
Riley DeSmit ’13
Ryan DeSmit ’09
Douglas J. DeSmit ’80
Carlos Domacassé ’20
Anne Marie Rafky Domacassé ’88
Samuel Dye ’22
Joseph Dye ’20
Elizabeth Gohn Dye ’93
Anna Fass ’11
Alison Nasdor Fass ’77
Suzanne Hoffberger Gross ’53
Nancy Whitehouse Fass ’49
Ned Forbush ’20
Norman Forbush ’78
W. Byron Forbush, II ’47
Nathaniel Foster ’11
Mary Flowers Foster ’74
Lila Frost ’22
Julian Frost ’19
Elisa Shorr Frost ’88
Justin Garcia-Bunuel ’14
Jake Garcia-Bunuel ’18
Martin Garcia-Bunuel ’83
Elizabeth Williams Garcia-Bunuel ’83
Jackson Gibb ’11
Mary Vogel Gibb ’80

Katherine Giroux ’23
Ann G. Giroux ’92
Matthew Goldbloom ’15
Brad Goldbloom ’84
Logan Hand ’17
Grace Hand ’14
Lucy Williams Hand ’80
Julia Henslee ’21
Eli Henslee ’17
Anne Friedlander Henslee ’88
Abigail Hibbs ’16
Lewis Hibbs ’14
Susan Gann Hibbs ’83
Nathan Hockett ’11
Stacy H. Hockett, III ’75
Christopher Holter, Jr. ’09
Christopher Holter ’80
Drew Howard ’17
Alex Howard ’14
Carmen Jaramilo Howard ’80
Michael John ’11
Kathryn John ’09
Amy Gould John ’80
Zöe Jones-Cohen ’20
Marcie Jones Brennan ’91
Spencer Klawans ’17
Alan R. Halpern ’52
Noah Klein ’18
Lucy Klein ’12
Alexander Klein ’10
Joseph Klein, III ’79
Joseph Klein, Jr. ’49
Hillary Kolodner ’10
Kenneth B. Kolodner ’72

Middle School

Sarah Lambros ’13
Matthew Lambros ’12
Cristin Carnell
Lambros ’79
Ana Lane ’22
Rebecca Rossello ’92
Sarah Little ’19
Sam Little ’17
Joan Sullivan Little ’82
Julia MacGibeny ’16
Emily MacGibeny ’12
Collin MacGibeny ’10
Lisa Lott MacGibeny ’85
Clarinda Harriss ’56
Charlie Mallonee ’20
Charles G. Mallonee ’89
Julian Marchetti ’21
Mason Marchetti ’20
Robert Marchetti ’81
Theodore Mattheiss ’15
David Mattheiss ’68
Alexandra Miceli ’18
Trish Backer Miceli ’83
Nicholas Millspaugh ’20
Daniel Millspaugh ’17
Sarah Johnston Millspaugh ’88
Will Mortimer ’17
Mary Charlotte Mortimer ’20

Anna Mortimer ’13
Amy D’Aiutolo Mortimer ’87
Henry L. Mortimer ’58
Matthew Moses ’09
Barbara Zadek ’80
Robert A. Moses ’34
Caroline Guttman Moses ’02
Charles Ney ’21
Peter A. Ney ’85
Gregory Pabst ’09
Mary Strouse Pabst ’70
Isaac L. Strouse ’20
Abigail Preston ’12
Robert W. Preston ’73
Zachary Prichett ’22
Alexander Prichett ’19
Stephen Prichett ’87
Bennett Remsberg ’12
Edwin Remsberg ’83
Sydney Rende ’10
Kindall Bliss Rende ’83
Lauren Riley ’12
Lee H. Riley ’78
Jackson Roberts ’17
Philip S. Roberts ’81
Lucy Rosenbloom ’11
Richard S. Rosenbloom ’76
Michael Rudow ’12

Alexandra Rudow ’10
William Rudow ’79
Hannah Rudow ’10
Stephen L. Rudow ’80
Jake Saudek ’18
Kailie Saudek ’15
Mark Saudek ’85
Sander Schulhoff ’20
Stephen G. Schulhoff ’84
Nicholas Shay ’18
Madeleine Shay ’15
Connie Naden Shay ’82
Halle Shephard ’18
Paige Shephard ’16
Christopher Shephard ’15
Michael Shephard ’79
Elias Sherbakov ’19
Benjamin Sherbakov ’17
Thora Johnson ’88
Gwen Sieck ’11
John T. Sieck ’73
William C. Sieck ’40
Gabrielle Sklar ’20
Ellie Goldbloom Sklar ’87
David Socolar ’12
H. Chace Davis, Jr. ’45
Isabel Taeger ’11
Frances C. Wood Wierum ’19
Anna Taylor ’09
Henry Taylor ’70
Grace Trout ’12
Jake Trout ’09
Jerome B. Trout, III ’80
Margaret Valle ’21
Josh Valle ’89

ALUMNI NEWS
Claire Vernon ’13
Donald Baker ’52
Julia Walker ’16
Christopher Walker ’15
Ann DeVito Walker ’82
Lucy Walker ’15
Alice Walker ’12
Maxwell Walker ’09
Susan Russo Walker ’79
Duncan Walker ’78
Erin Weinblatt ’09
Paul N. Weinblatt ’77
Ham Whiteford ’18
John Whiteford ’16
Tom Whiteford ’85
William Whiteford ’57
Keifer Yost ’19
Winslow Yost ’17
Madison Yost ’15
Sally Evans Yost ’77
Anne Black Evans ’54
Alexander Young ’11
Nicholas S. Young ’64
Elizabeth Zinkham ’10
W. Robert Zinkham ’73

Upper School
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Please Give to the Annual Fund
s of April 20, the 2008–09 Annual Fund is at $1.2 million, or approximately 86 percent of
the School’s $1.4 million goal. Participation rates are up, according to Annual Fund Director
Dena Wheeler. “Even during this difficult time people understand the importance of giving
to Friends School,” she said.
To thank its donors and to celebrate the School’s success in breaking the critical million-dollar
mark, the Development Office will host Thanks a Million Day on May 12. Students, families and
faculty arriving on campus that morning will find a party in full-swing, with balloons, noisemakers,
music and breakfast goodies. “This is such a fun tradition and always unexpected,” says Betsey Todd,
co-chair, with her husband David, of this year’s Annual Fund. “The children have a great time, and
watching the joy on their faces helps us all to remember why we’re here and why we give to Friends.”
The Annual Fund closes on June 30, 2009. Please help Friends by sending your tax-deductible
gift today. We accept cash, checks (payable to Friends School), major credit cards (MasterCard/
Visa/Discover/American Express), and gifts of stock. Call 410-649-3206 or visit our website at
www.friendsbalt.org/giving. Thank you for your support.

A

For more information on giving stock, contact Lee Kelly at 410–649–3206. Every gift, no matter the size, is greatly appreciated.
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CORRECTION:
Philanthropy at Friends,
the School’s report on
voluntary giving, inadvertently omitted the
Sheridan Foundation
from the George Fox
Society listing and Bernei
Burgunder from the
Class of 1937 donor list.
Additionally, the names
of Pixie A.B. Newman
and Roy A. Hunt Fdtn.
were incorrectly reported.
We regret these errors.

Class Notes
’34

’48

Florence Oldham
1329 Glendale Road
Baltimore, MD 21239–1406

Jill Morrel Coleman writes, “Well, I just
have to brag. I’ve been doing U.S. master’s swimming for many years, and
finally have a #1 ranking in my age
group (75-79) in the US 200 yard backstroke!“ Congratulations, Jill!

Estelle Eastwick Stephens passed away
peacefully in St Petersburg, FL. She was
93. Called “Trix,” for the cartwheels she
did while at Friends School, she was
married to Howard Stephens of
Baltimore. She is survived by her daughter Estelle Stephens Knapp ’56 of New
Albany, OH, a granddaughter, Estelle
Spear of Chardon, OH, and a greatgranddaughter, Estelle Trego Spear, also
of Chardon, OH. She is also survived by
her son, Howard L. Stephens of
Franklin, NC, and daughter, Barbara
Woods of St. Petersburg. Estelle has
two surviving sisters living in Easton,
MD, including Martha “Patty” Eastwick
Carroll ’36 and Dorothy Eastwick Seaton.
Estelle’s twin brother, Andrew Eastwick
(McDonogh ’34) passed away in 2006.
Her eldest sister, Marion Eastwick
Sullivan of Philadelphia, died several
years ago. Estelle lived in Florida for 50
years. She loved her grandchildren,
music and painting. In her family, the
name Estelle has been passed down
through seven generations.

’37

’49
Bob Wetzler was inducted into the
Friends Athletic Hall of Fame on April
30. Big congrats to Bob on this huge
honor!

’51
Carol Lee Fordyce May
126 Shore Rush Drive
St Simons Island, GA 31522–1438
carollee.may@gmail.com (NEW E-MAIL)

There are not many notes from the class
this time around. Everyone, feel free to
send information to my new e-mail or
home address listed above. Jean Sheridan
Adams and husband Bob have moved
from their home of many years to a
retirement condo. They remain on
Hilton Head, SC. Jean McClure Mudge
has produced a video, “Planted in
Palestine” [available through jean-

mudge@comcast.net], an eyewitness
account of her trip to Israel and
Palestine last February with 22 other
Bay Area peacemakers. Says Jean, “We
were invited by two ChristianPalestinian groups in East Jerusalem
who call themselves the Joint Advocacy
Initiative ( JAI) to plant olive trees with
Palestinian farmers in a program called
‘Keep Hope Alive.’ In 11 days, we planted over 750 olive trees, helping the
farmers restore orchards bulldozed by
the Israeli military. Since 1967, over a
million such trees have been uprooted,
and olive oil is a major source of income
for West Bank Palestinians.” The trips
take place each spring (for tree planting)
and fall (for olive harvesting). Jean is
also working on two additional projects,
one of which relates to Ralph Waldo
Emerson, and she is still on the tennis
court weekly. Sally Curlett MacLeod has
been for working for 15 years in a crisis
pregnancy clinic one day a week. She
also keeps up with her tennis. Sally and
Jack enjoy entertaining their 11 grandchildren (ages 2–23) at their family
ranch north of San Marino, CA. They
were fortunate to vacation in Tecate,
Mexico last spring. Sally says, “It was
restful and relaxing.” Ellen Thomas LaCourt
writes from Geneva, Switzerland. “My
life certainly has been full of turns and

CLASS NOTES

Dotty Krug reports that she heard from
the daughter of Helen Stuart Walsh
recently. They’re throwing a 90th birthday party for Helen in April 2009—
sounds like fun! She also heard from
Charlotte Bolgiano Oliver, who reports in
her holiday newsletter that she “has
grandchildren scattered all over the
country.” Anne Homer Martin is still working four days a week at the Friends
Development Office keeping alumni
contact information up-to-date.

’42
Marguerite Frost writes, “I have been living in Canada since 1958. I would be
glad to hear from anyone who remembers me. Is anyone in touch with
Katherine Heller Taylor ’43? My last letter to
her was returned.”

Members of the Class of ’56 gathered at Martha Filbert Horner’s home in Easton,
MD in September 2008. Back row (l.-r.) Marty Siecke, Martha Filbert Horner,
Lorinda Rugemer McColgan, Eric Sandberg; Front row (l.-r.) Ann Nicholson
Sandberg, Linda Windsor Siecke, Claire Biddison Barnett and Mabel Miyasaki.
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surprises: Baltimore Friends, Bennington College, Madrid, Hamburg and
finally to Geneva University, where I
met a medical student…and the rest is
history.” This past December, Ellen had
a family reunion in Brussels. She helps
care for her youngest grandsons, ages 3
and 7, when called upon to do so.

’54
Evie Wagner writes that 2008 brought a
momentous change in her life. “I retired
after almost 17 years with the Episcopal
Diocese of Maryland and in June of
2008 I moved to a retirement community in Chapel Hill, NC. I miss Baltimore
and all my friends, but am very happy to
be near my daughter and wonderful
grandchildren.” Judy Kenigson Gilbert
writes, “I’ve been living in New York
since 1960. My husband Elliott and I
have been in the same house in West
Greenwich Village (built in 1852!) since
1963. Our sons live in Hoboken, NJ,
White Plains, NY and Oakland, CA.
We have four grandchildren, two boys
and two girls, ranging in age from two to
almost eight. I teach piano to a few private pupils and since 1993 I’ve been volunteering weekly at an AIDS organization called Housing Works: a non-profit
community-based organization that
provides housing, an array of supportive
services and advocacy for homeless men,
women and children living with HIV
and AIDS. I interview and place volunteers in their Used Book Café in Soho
and seven thrift stores, scattered
throughout Manhattan and Brooklyn—
a job I find both fun and very satisfying.”

’55
Patricia Peake Tisdale
13 Windward Drive
Severna Park, MD 21146–2441
glent24@aol.com

In one of the toughest real estate markets ever, Ellie Johnson Dubbelde sold her
house—as-is and without a realtor—for
the asking price in December 2008! A
casual inquiry from the next-door
neighbor, who had a friend interested in
that Seattle location, triggered a month
of decisive activity. Everything in the
transaction happened so quickly that
Ellie found herself renting her sold
house so that she could pack and move
at the end of January. The plan had been
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to consider some improvements and put
the house on the market in the spring,
and wait, hopefully, for a buyer. With
hardly time to turn around twice, she
did all that is required for a major move
across the country, and she now lives in
Shell Point, a retirement community in
Ft. Myers, FL. Gilbert Cohen and his wife
Pat have four children and five grandchildren. Gil’s son, wife, and three children live in the Baltimore area. His son
recently became the CEO of a high-end
emerging wine company, having sold his
business called Water, Water
Everywhere. Gil’s daughter is an attorney and lives with her husband and
their two children on Long Island, NY.
Pat’s son is a sheriff in Harford County,
her daughter is an accountant at PHH
in Hunt Valley, and her son-in-law is a
supervisor for a highway maintenance
firm in Maryland. Gil and Pat have a
place on Longboat Key, FL, which they
visit six times a year, usually once a
month from October though April. For
the last several years, they have taken
walking trips with “Country Walkers,” a
Vermont organization. The trips have
taken them to Italy, France and Holland,
with walks of six to ten miles daily for
six to seven days. For the past ten years,
they have vacationed for several weeks at
a time in Europe, mostly in Greece,
Croatia and Italy. Italy is their favorite
country. Gil’s full-time passion continues
to be his company, Cohen’s Clothiers.
He and Pat spend a great deal of time
working and plan to continue as long as
their health allows.

’56
Robert Heaton
10599 Topsfield Drive
Cockeysville, MD 21030–2650
rbheaton@aol.com

As 2008 was the year most of the class
of 1956 turned 70, Martha Horner invited
some classmates for a long weekend in
September for a celebration at her new
home in Easton, MD. A little birdie
passed the news of this gathering to our
attentive Class Secretary, yours truly, who
suggested we might turn it into one of
the mini-reunions our class has from
time to time. Despite unseasonably
chilly, damp weather, it was a wonderful
get-together. Everyone enjoyed an
Eastern Shore feast of steamed crabs
and shrimp, raw and steamed clams and
oysters, corn on the cob and pulled

pork. Great snacks, salads, sides and
sweets were provided by the party’s
attendees. Coming the farthest were
Mabel Miyasaki, Margie Crowley Wade and
Bob Semple from the San Francisco area,
and John David from Minnesota. Also on
hand were Lisa and Nick Badart, Albion
Bacon, Nancy Bald Ripley, Claire Biddison
Barnett, Bill and Sue Bonnett Hamel, Dave
and Mimi Curlett Cooper, Betsy Lang
Jedlicka and Joe Shaw, Dolly Mason
Powdermaker, Laurie and Tom Murray,
Eric and Ann Nicholson Sandberg, Lorinda
Rugemer McColgan, Susan and Jim Smith,
Pat and Mike Tabor, John and Kitty Whitby
Fiege, Marty and Linda Windsor Siecke,
and Ann and me. And, as they say, a
good time was had by all! In other class
news, Clarinda Harriss spent January in
New Zealand helping her son Andy Lott
’89 and his family get settled there. Andy
has joined an equine veterinary practice
on the South Island, specializing in
alternative medicine, including acupuncture and chiropractic care. Her daughter
Lisa Lott MacGibeny ’85 and her family,
thank goodness, remain much closer by
in Towson, MD. Lisa and her husband
Dave MacGibeny both teach at Friends,
where their three children Collin ’10, Emily
’12 and Julia ’16 are enrolled. Clarinda
continues as a professor of English at
Towson University. She won the 2009
University System of Maryland Regents’
Award for writing. She says a new
poetry collection, an anthology and a
short story collection are in the works.
A huge downside to the end of
Clarinda’s 2008 was the death of her
longtime significant other, Dick Reid.
He passed away after years of decline
owing to a series of strokes.

’58
Susan Shinnick Hossfeld
12311 Michaelsford Road
Hunt Valley, MD 21030–2248
shossfeld@comcast.net

Susan Rugemer Kurtz writes that her
granddaughter Kayla is in Pre-First at
Friends. Susan volunteers in the Quaker
Closet, Friends’ school store, and loves
attending School events like the Winter
Sing, Scarlet & Gray Day and Holly
Fest. She spends lots of time with Kayla
and also volunteers at Ten Thousand
Villages at the Shops at Kenilworth in
Towson. In December she enjoyed a
wonderful river cruise and tour of the
Austrian and German Christmas mar-

(r.) Corni Ham Lingley ’60 and husband Stew with former U.S.
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
and a friend at an NIH function.

kets. John Snyder and his wife Sarah are
new grandparents. Their granddaughter,
Claire Irons, was born on December 22.
[See photo, page 37.] Claire and her parents, Nancy Snyder Irons ’93 and John
Irons, live in Beverly, MA, near Boston.

’59
Ann Green Slaybaugh
1701 Park Grove Avenue
Catonsville, MD 21228–5629

Anne Carter Bowdoin writes, “It’s been
another busy year of traveling to Africa,
Costa Rica, England and Moscow. I also
have loved spending time with my
grandchildren, ages four and two. I look
forward to our 50th Friends Reunion in
May. I’m coming with many memories,
as well as wrinkles!”

’60
Mary McElroy
10 Hammond Pond Parkway, Apt 508
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467–2127
mem2008@comcast.net

Our very sad news this year is the death
of a much-loved classmate, Joe Harlan,
from brain cancer. Everyone will miss
him dearly. Arlene Clauss and husband
Jerre continue their annual travels. This
year they went to Ocala, FL and visited
the Shire horses, which are bigger than
Clydesdales. Jerre’s goddaughter Lisa
was married at the Castle on the
Hudson. Also, Lisa’s sister Karen was
married in Alexandria, VA, and this
summer their brother Greg will be married in an apple orchard in Pennsylvania.
They made a return visit to
Williamsburg, this time for the
Christmas Illumination. Later they went
to NYC, where they saw “South Pacific”
at Lincoln Center and The Rockettes
Christmas Show at Radio City Music
Hall. Meanwhile, at home, Arlene continues her Wii exercises and walks daily
with their curly-coated retriever. Jerre
still works for Perdue; he plans to retire
in November 2010. Michael Jackley had a
difficult year, enduring open-heart surgery. He is well now and coping with a

forced retirement. His legal work was
both his employment as well as his
hobby, and he misses it a lot. He also
shared very good news: his daughter
Megan gave birth to their first grandchild, a boy, Dano Lanier. The first
name pleased Mike, as it is a family one
shared by both Mike and his father. As a
follow-up to previous news, he has made
an agreement with Johns Hopkins
University to donate all of his father’s
architectural documents and materials.
Mike again extends an invitation to all
classmates to visit them on their tenacre farm in the foothills of Bull Run
Mountain, VA, which is only an hour
from DC and 90 minutes from
Baltimore. Corni Lingley and husband
Stew have been enjoying a year full of
travel to South America and Europe.
They love cruises and started 2008 with
a cruise around the western Caribbean.
Then, during the summer, they took a
cruise down the Dnieper River in the
Ukraine to the Black Sea. They also visited their children and grandchildren.
Stew still consults for the Navy from
time to time. [See photo of them with C.
Everett Koop at an NIH function.] Diane
Mitchell has also had a busy travel year.
She and Bob, along with members of
their family, last January enjoyed a long,
fabulous cruise from Buenos Aires,
Argentina to Santiago, Chile. This past
November they cruised through French
Polynesia, with its gorgeous blue waters,
and snorkeled with rays and sharks!
They then flew on to Australia, where
they boarded another ship and cruised
around New Zealand and Tasmania,
with a few stops in French Polynesia!
Needless to say, they had a fabulous

Susan Huff Schmitt ’60 and her
daughter Elisa Schmitt.

time! Jeannie Pohlhaus and husband Neil
enjoyed their winter break in Florida,
where they were visited by her son Neil
III and his wife Eileen and by Jeannie’s
niece. Jeannie started a new business,
Wisteria Development Group, LLC, to
rehab affordable housing. The grand
opening in February 2008 celebrated
their first three homes in Southwest
Baltimore. Helping with affordable
housing has been a dream of hers since
becoming involved with Paul’s Place
Outreach Center in Pigtown 27 years
ago. Susan Huff Schmitt enjoys staying at
an RV resort in the Ft. Myers area, near
Sanibel, FL, several months each winter.
This past year she also did an
Elderhostel trip in France, took courses
at Osher Lifetime Learning Institute in
Fairfax, VA and enjoyed Peace Camp at
her Unitarian Universalist Church. She
is planning a trip to Spain in March.
She says that family in Richmond,
Seattle, Baltimore and Sparks, MD are
most valued. Also, Susan Montgomery
visited Susan in Florida in February of
2008. Guy Strickland unfortunately lost
his home in the Santa Barbara fires in
the fall of 2008. As he said to his sister
Dellie Strickland James ’60, “It’s just stuff—
the important thing is that we all got
out okay.” But he does mourn the loss of
a few irreplaceable items, including the
Boone bed, a family heirloom handed
down from Daniel Boone’s family. Susan
Mears Whiteford and her husband Dick ’53
traveled this past summer with Mark
Whiteford ’83 and his family on Orcas
Island in the San Juan Islands (off the
coast of Washington), where Mark was
attending a medical convention. Bill
Whiteford ’57 was the guest speaker.
Afterward, Susan, Dick, Bill and wife
Linda toured the Olympic Peninsula.
Back home, Dick and Susan continue
their Monday kayaking every week; Carol
Smith Hoshall’s husband Gib is part of
the same group. When not traveling out
West last summer, lots of Susan’s family
visited Sherwood Forest, which the
grandchildren love. Jack Whiteford ’80
came from Taipei, Mark Whiteford from
Portland, OR and Susan’s daughter,
Suzanne Kenney, from California. Susan
reports that this winter she is taking a
French conversation and culture course,
as well as a watercolor class. Ann
McAllister Windsor joined husband Frank
’58 in celebration of his 50th Friends
School Reunion last May. She hopes a
classmate will compile a selection of
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Bunny Bunnecke Howe ’62 in
her Friends School uniform on
Halloween 2008.
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music from 1960 for our 50th next year.
She notes that our 50th Reunion also
marks their 50th wedding anniversary!
Also, their daughter Kate Windsor ’85 is
now the head of school at Miss Porter’s
School in Farmington, CT. As for me,
Mary McElroy, I retired last August and
am thoroughly enjoying myself. I started
a beaded jewelry business and have
entered a craft show. I am also planning
a benefit craft show for The Wellness
Community of Greater Boston, a cancer
support organization for patients and
families, where I also do volunteer work.
In January I visited friends in
Albuquerque, then family in San Diego
in early March, and traveled to a friend’s
wedding in Florida in early April. I
learned from my neighbors two years
ago and now play bridge weekly—I love
it! I’m hoping to get a bridge group
together to continue a passion I had
even in high school (remember the
lunch room group?).

’62
Eleanor Blake Fuller
750 Pinellas Bayway S
Tierra Verde, FL 33715–1905
eaerobic@hotmail.com

After a courtship of nine wonderful
years, Wayne Sutherland tells us that he
and Colette Fugere finally tied the knot
on September 5, 2008! They were married at the Towson Courthouse with his
son Josh and her daughter Nicole in
attendance. (It was also his son’s birthday, which Wayne is sure his son will
never let him forget.) The newlyweds
spent seven great days in Montreal and
Québec, ending up in beautiful Saratoga
Springs, NY. Wayne says he is looking
forward to Medicare and Social Security
soon, which is a sobering thought.
Actually, Wayne, I don’t think we can
officially receive Social Security till we’re
66, so we have plenty of time. Oh, now I
remember, you don’t have plenty of time,
so let us know how it is. He says hello to
everyone and wants to help drum up a
great turn-out for our 50th Reunion in
a few years. Although Jim Hammond says
he doesn’t have much to report, he notes
that he’s “enthusiastic and hopeful for a
renewed USA.” Carol Davidson Methven
and her husband Steve retired two years
ago and moved from Orlando, FL to
Franklin, TN, a quaint town 14 miles
south of Nashville that is steeped in
Civil War history. Carol loves retirement
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and keeps busy playing bridge, mahjong,
sewing and knitting, and she’s now taken
up golf, which fills up several days a
week in good weather. Carol, I must say
you have a lot of patience, as I can play
about nine holes (on the flat land in
Ocean City, MD, preferably, or here in
FL), and then I’ve chased enough balls
to go back to some tennis. Carol has
seven grandchildren—Lauren, Jack,
Kendall, Dylan, Sydney, Mathew and
Katie—and she thinks that will be it.
Two of her granddaughters live in
Nashville and the other five are in
Florida, so they try to get back to
Orlando every three months or so to
visit them. They have made many new
friends in Franklin, TN, and are really
enjoying the “Music City” atmosphere.
Bunny Bunnecke Howe had a delightful
week-long bike ride through northeastern Oregon in September of 2008 with
the nonprofit organization Cycle
Oregon. “It was a wonderful experience
and the weather was perfect,” she writes.
“In October, Sally Taylor Carter ’63 and I
attended a Friends alumni gathering
here in Portland. It was nice to meet the
younger alumni and the staff that came
from Baltimore. We reminisced about
the faculty and classes at Friends, and
that brought many smiles and laughs.”
Bunny has included a picture taken on
Halloween in her FS uniform and
Varsity blazer, and I can’t tell the difference between that picture and her yearbook pictures. Bunny, I’m not just saying
this because I’m an old friend—you look
great! What wonderful and interesting
trips Emily Holman recently had in 2008.
Her most recent was in December, with
a People to People delegation of art
teachers to Vietnam and Cambodia.
They had short four-day glimpses into
life in each country, with four nights in
Ho Chi Minh City, two at Siem Riep to

see the incredible temple complex at
Angkor Wat, and two in Phnon Penh.
Highlights for her were sharing her storytelling skills with a group of
Vietnamese college teachers and their
students, spending a day strolling
through a village in the Mekong Delta,
visiting Angkor Wat, leading prayers for
peace and healing at the Killing Fields in
Phnom Penh, and seeing a play at the
Royal University of Fine Arts about the
plight of young Cambodian women. In
August, she participated in a tour of
Israel, followed by climbing Mt. Sinai in
Egypt. “Walking in Jesus’ and Moses’
footsteps was awesome, as was meeting
some of the many groups of people who
live in Israel, and being in the aura of
the many millenia of history that have
taken place in these lands,” she wrote. In
April, Emily enjoyed a scenic tour of
New Zealand and also visited with a
cousin there, getting a feel for her
lifestyle. She also led a project among
several Toms River, NJ-area churches
that raised over $7,200 for Heifer
International, doing their part to help
meet the UN’s Millennium
Development Goal to reduce poverty.
Barb Ensor Sena and her husband Mike
had brunch with Bruce Goodwin and his
wife Lucy the weekend after Christmas.
They had a great visit, and Barb says it
was wonderful to catch up. Her stepson
Garrett and his wife Sierra are expecting
a boy in May. This will be their first
boy—they already have two girls. Also,
her stepson Grant and his fiancée are
expecting their first child in June. Barb,
who raises horses with reining bloodlines, welcomed a cute bay filly in May
2008. Another foal is due this May. Terry
Walker again would like to thank everyone for their kind thoughts regarding
the loss of his parents, Claire and
Kenneth. It has renewed his appreciation for the friendships and experiences
we all shared at Friends. I know I speak
for many of us in letting Terry know
that we all have fond memories of Mrs.
Walker’s teachings and we learned much
from her during our years at Friends
School. So many of you expressed to me
your sadness at the loss of Ted Colwill to
cancer. To his wife Anita, we all express
our sympathy; please know that we will
miss Ted very much. You and he
brought fun and joy to our Reunions
and we will always remember Ted. I
confess that I sent Linda Kardash Armiger
a “Blast from the Past” e-mail with a

subject line of “Check out ’60s Baltimore
R&B Jam—The Lafayettes.” After discussing old boyfriends with my daughter, she went on-line and found something about the band, “The Lafayettes.”
You may remember that they were featured in the movie “Hairspray” with
their song “Life’s too Short.” Since Linda
and I both dated members of “The
Lafayettes” (actually my friend was only
a part-time singer), we both enjoyed
going back in time a few years to the
1960’s and remembering the music and
fun times. Was it really that long ago? I
think Chris Sherman Raywood could write
a great travel book! Last fall she traveled
to Innsbruck, Austria, then went south
to Merano and Cortina, Italy—in the
Alps and Dolomites—where she
enjoyed the beautiful mountain scenery.
She then visited the Po Valley, between
Venice and Milan, and the towns of
Vicenza, Ferrara, Parma and Valenza—
interesting towns, off the tourist route,
with great food. Valenza is all jewelry
shops (don’t forget me, Chris), with one
hotel overlooking a factory where the
designers do a lot with the wholesale
trade. She says she got into a little trouble there. Chris then went on to France,
driving through the Alps again to Aixles-Bains and then on to Troyes, which
is her wonderful “find” in the
Champagne area. Her last week was in
England—a day in Brighton on the
coast and several days in Bath and in
Tetbury for antiquing—another “find”
from last year. Next she may do a river
boat cruise through Holland and
Belgium. She’ll keep us informed. Her
grandsons Cole and Ian are both at
Palm Beach Community College taking
courses and hoping to start full-time
next semester. Chris enjoyed time with
the kids over the holidays, and was
expecting to have her nieces visit for
Spring Break. She is currently busy at
the Flagler Museum, meeting lots of
nice people. As for me, Your Secretary,
I’m going to be “Grandma Ellie” by the
time you read this. My daughter
Meredith is going to grace me with a
grandson very shortly. She lives about
two hours from our place on the west
coast of Florida. I think this will be a
good excuse to spend a good bit more
time in Florida from now on, don’t you
all think? I have two lovely granddaughters, ages 12 and 15, in PA, so this boy
will be fun for us. Thanks for all of your
news. I just love being on the inside (I

get the news first and then get to pass it
along to all of you. Remember: the
more, the better!) Let’s all hope for an
upturn in the economy in the near
future.

’63
Donna Hasslinger
12 Bentridge Court
Potomac, MD 20854–2863
Dhassli@aol.com
Elizabeth Fetter Deegan
3220 Amherst Avenue
Dallas, TX 75225–7620
deeganchicke@aol.com

In November of last year Chick Deegan
started a new job as the program manager of employee spiritual support for
the Baylor Health Care System in
Dallas, TX, where she and Mike reside.
The program has been successful in
improving staff retention and patient
satisfaction. She’s delighted that the
position provides meaningful work with
a very attractive part-time schedule, a
perfect combination. Steve Greif has
reduced his work hours by cutting back
from five to four days a week. In January
he and his wife Maggie attended the
Sundance Film Festival in Park City,
UT, and enjoyed seeing the new and
interesting independent films. Chuck
Harlan and his wife Mary Dell Gordon Harlan
’65 welcomed another grandchild, Henry
Gordon Warnack, who was born on
Election Day, November 4, 2008. He’s
the second child of their daughter
Heather and son-in-law John. Barbara
Kearney and her husband Ron recently
took a wonderful riverboat cruise down
the Rhine. They also are spending some
time visiting with their seven grandchildren. As for me, Donna, I am enjoying
working with colleagues in different cultures in Europe, Japan, India and China
in my job with the Drug Information
Association in Pennsylvania. In October,
I spent a week in India visiting our office
in Mumbai, attending meetings in
Hyderabad and sightseeing in New
Delhi and Agra.

’65
Gretchen Garman Hampt
Post Office Box 162
Solebury, PA 18963–0162
gitch@tradenet.net

Last October, at an alumni gathering at
the Johns Hopkins Club, my husband

Larry and I saw Chuck ’63 and Mary Dell
Gordon Harlan. Mary Dell and I enjoyed
reminiscing and talking about our
grandchildren. (As was noted in the ’63
news by Chuck, they welcomed little
Henry Gordon Warnack in November.
Congratulations!) There have been several memorable passages among the
Garman-Hampt clan in the past few
years. Four of us have celebrated “milestone” birthdays–a 10th, a 40th, a 60th
and a 70th. Four of our seven granddaughters have entered first grade and
our grandson, Adam, is now an adolescent. Shortly after celebrating his 13th
birthday, Adam traveled to
Williamsport, PA with his teammates
from Hagerstown, MD to represent the
Mid-Atlantic Region in the Little
League World Series. Larry and I were
unable to be in Williamsport because we
had taken Adam’s sister Taylor and her
cousin Grace (who was pinch-hitting for
Adam) to Coronado Island, CA.
Although we missed being at the stadium with the rest of the family, watching
the close-up shots of Adam bearing
down to throw a curve ball on ESPN
was quite thrilling. Larry and I have
taken great pleasure in traveling since
my retirement in 2006. We have entered
the caves in the Dordogne Region and
gone on to Paris, taken the ferry system
through the San Juan Islands to Victoria
and Vancouver, felt the splash of the
Skogar Waterfall in Iceland, hiked
across the Island of Iona, and explored
the Columbia River in the wake of
Lewis and Clark aboard the National
Geographic Sea Lion. Along the way
we’ve taken Adam, Taylor and Grace to
Williamsburg, learned lofting and
kayaking at the Wooden Boat School in
Maine, and made our annual visits to
Dewey Beach, DE for Independence
Day celebrations. Our most memorable
experience took place last May, while
staying in a ryokan overlooking Lake
Ashi in Japan. It was pouring when we
arrived, so we stayed indoors enjoying
the tall cedar tub, sitting on the floor to
eat sashimi and drink Asahi at the low
table, arranging the rocks in the indoor
garden. After the innkeepers came to
arrange our futons for sleeping, I did a
yoga practice in a separate small tatami
room and we read for the rest of the
evening. We kept the fusama (paper sliding doors) open all night so that we
could hear the sound of the rain. We
still had not seen the view across the
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Descendants of Haines Felter ’26 gathered at a family reunion in West Virginia. Interspersed among the relatives are several
Friends School alumni (can you spot them?), including (front row, l.-r.) Kurt Waechter ’86, Meredith Felter ’59, Cathie Felter
’60, Wilson Felter ’90; (middle row, l.-r.) Jeb Felter ’63, Marge Rowe Felter ’63; (standing at right) David Felter ’57. Missing FS
grad: Liz Felter Farrell ’88.

lake, but as we awakened the rain had
stopped and fishermen’s boats were visible near the shore. After a simple breakfast I sat at the large window facing the
lake and picked up my book again while
Larry went for a walk. About a half
hour later I looked up and gasped at the
sight of Mt. Fuji in full view above Lake
Ashi.

the group, but other options will be
entertained if put forward. Warm weather months seem to work best for this
kind of thing, but we are not set in stone
on anything. Please let me know your
thoughts via e-mail or phone.” You can
contact Bruce at mike.legg@compass-sysinc.com or by calling him at 301-9044575.

’67

’69

Bruce Legg
45867 Broun Terrace
Great Mills, MD 20634–2542
mike.legg@compass-sys-inc.com

Julia Frank
9203 Linden Grove Court
Silver Spring, MD 20910–1275
frankenpsych@starpower.net

John Mears
135 Marlborough Street Apt 4
Boston, MA 02116–1929
littleflat@comcast.net

From Louise Wagner, “Sadly, my mother
Emma Belle Shafer Wagner ’38 died in August
of 2008. Her class was the first class to
graduate from the Homeland campus. We
were fortunate to have a happy family celebration for her 88th birthday on August
1, 2008. My other news is that I passed
the Senior Professional in Human
Resources exam in June of 2008. This is
the highest professional standing one can
achieve in the human resources field, and
is awarded by the Society for Human
Resource Management.” As for me, your
Class Secretary, reading about the Obamas’
trip to see their daughter’s performance
about Native Americans at Sidwell
Friends reminded me of our Third Grade
play, “The White Feather.” Mrs. Wren cast
Barbara Styrt ’68 and me (both blondes) as
the Indian squaws. I can’t recall who
played the peaceful pioneers, but I think it
was our braids that landed us the parts. I
hope to have more to report after our
40th Reunion in May.

Bruce Legg writes, “We are going to try
and plan a Baltimore area gathering in
2009. Ellen Hooper Mullan has again graciously offered the use of her home for

Ramsey Crosby ‘70’s new product,
the Fan Can.
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’70
Lisa Mitchell Pitts
1107 Bryn Mawr Road
Baltimore, MD 21210–1236
Pittsmmbee@comcast.net

Ramsey Crosby retired two and a half
years ago after 30 years in commercial
banking—but his retirement was shortlived. He has gone into business with a
former neighbor, producing a line of
commercial waste and recycling containers for sports fans, facility managers and
corporate sponsors. The containers
called Fan Cans feature lids in the
shapes of baseball batting, football and
motor sports (racing) helmets. They
brought the baseball product to market
in May 2008. They plan to introduce
the football product this spring and the
motor sports product this summer, with
retail versions available in the next two
years. For more info, visit www.fancans.
com or e-mail Ramsey at rcrosby@
fancans.com.

’71
Emily Frank writes, “After 25 years as
dean of students at the Peabody
Conservatory, I have taken my first
retirement and I have become certified
to referee field hockey (my second contest was at Friends.) I’m contemplating
softball for the spring. My husband and
I are proud parents of Sarah Berkowitz ’03,
a Barnard graduate and Rebecca Berkowitz
’06, a junior at Vassar.

Candy Nolan Hallett ’67 and her
toy poodle Mimi, while visiting
friends on Cape Cod.

’72
Susan Wood Mathur writes, “I am alive
and well in Carlsbad, CA. I’ve been married for 18 years and am raising teen
twin boys—keeping them out of trouble
keeps me very busy. I graduated from
University of San Diego Law School in
1991, but stopped working in 1997 to
focus on the kids. I keep busy by doing
triathlons and am planning to do my
fifth half-Ironman in April 2009.” Mary
Carroll Moore writes, “My first, novel,
Qualities of Light, was accepted by
Spinsters Ink for a summer release.
Riverbed Press published my nonfiction
book in February, How to Plan, Write,
and Develop a Book, which is based on
my creative writing classes.” Gregg Mace
writes, “I have just celebrated 30 years as
sports director and weeknight sports
anchor at WHTM-TV, the ABC affiliate in Harrisburg, PA. At the same time,
for the last eight years, I have also been
the regular fill-in sports anchor at
WJLA-TV ABC 7 in Washington, DC.
Our son Kyle is now 12 and into hockey
and golf. He is a huge Washington
Capitals fan (since the Baltimore
Clippers are no longer around). My wife
Caroline and I have now been married
for 25 years. She has started her own
marketing consulting business, Lost
Horse Consulting. We still attend plenty
of Orioles games at Camden Yards. I’d
love to hear from anyone! You can email me at STATSTV@aol.com. Anyone
who remembers my “basketball career”
will understand that e-mail address!”

Peter Kaestner ’71 and his
wife Kimberly on an elephant safari at Kaziranga
Park in Assam, India.

’75
Deborah Hsi writes that she is busy and
happy in her second career as wife of
Gary Trinklein and mother of Matt, 16,
Eugene, 9, and Allison, 5. “Our family
survived Hurricane Ike well, so now I
spend time working on hurricane relief
for C.O.R.E., Christians Organized for
Relief Efforts, to help those families and
homes devastated by Ike’s wrath.”

’74

’76

Sally Slingluff
400 Symphony Circle Apt 252 D
Hunt Valley, MD 21030–2035
salslinger@aol.com

John Humphries
1324 Salem Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27516–
7980
jehriver@aol.com

Sue Hewett writes, “I live in Charlotte,
NC, where I am the director of recruiting for Resources Global Professionals, a
global professional services firm. My
husband and I are renovating a mid-century modern house. Our daughter is a
freshman at UNC-Wilmington and our
son is in the ninth grade. My husband is
self-employed in the printing industry.”
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new daughter, Kathryn Li Na Connor.
Li Na is two years old and was born in
Gulin, China. Her English is coming
along, but her Mandarin is much better.
Since our language skills are abysmal
and Cantonese is the language of most
of our Chinese speaking friends, we are
thankful for the Mandarin version of
Dora the Explorer.” Keith Tabatznik
reports that since leaving Georgetown
after 22 years as head soccer coach, he
has had several great soccer experiences,
including serving as assistant national
team coach for Bermuda during that
country’s World Cup campaign (tough
living on the Island!), and being a college

Gale Connor reports,
“At a time when
some of my classmates are thinking
about graduate
school for their kids,
Mei Ling and I are
applying to
preschools for our
Mei Ling and Gale
Connor ’76 with their
daughter, Kathryn
“Li Na” Connor.
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Eileen Goldgeier ’81, Katie Hearn ‘81,
Dia Matthews ‘81, and Liz Faecher
Crabill ’84 with Liz’s daughter Anne
during a gathering in Durham, NC to
watch Brooke Matthews ’07 and the
Northwestern Wildcats defeat the
Duke Blue Devils in women’s lacrosse.
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games’ color commentator for Fox
Soccer Channel. He still lives in the DC
area and notes that a few years ago he
ran a summer soccer camp in
Philadelphia, where Steve Stuart’s sons
attended. “I honestly thought I was
watching Steve play when watching his
sons!” Cinnie Klein Goldberg’s youngest
Kirsten recently traveled to Australia as
part of the Dartmouth lacrosse team.
She also notes she had fun recently running into Steve Stuart, Perry Reifler, Ray
Carpenter, Rob Belcher and Byron Burks at
an alumni reception. My daughter
Shelley is in her second year at Goucher
College and her younger sister Erin was
just accepted into Washington
University in St. Louis and will start in
the fall of 2009. I also set up a group on
Facebook (Friends School—Class of
’76) and so far 12 classmates have
joined. Let me know if you need details
on how to join (no charge to join!) Visit
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?ref=
home#/group.php?gid=38553031348.

’78
Dick Cover writes that he is still living in
New Hampshire with his wife Jill and
their kids, Maggie and Chris. He’s working as an executive chef at a restaurant
in New London. His daughter is going
to Australia for the end of her junior
year at UNH, and his son is going to
England for his high school spring
break. “To all old friends, please keep in
touch!”

’79
Caryl Connor
1539 Pickett Road
Lutherville, MD 21093–5821
carylconnor@msn.com

Nancy Marchetti writes, “I’m still in
Washington, DC, working for the U.S.
Department of Labor as an attorney. I
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am currently living in Old Town
Alexandria, VA. If anyone is coming
into town, give me a call. It’s been lots of
fun connecting with classmates on
Facebook!”

’81
Dahira Lievano-Binford
6223 Ridgeview Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21206–2450
baltimorebinfordbunch@verizon.net

Arleen Horowitz Shepherd lives in Sparks,
MD, with her four children. She is the
director of Camp Skylemar, a sports
camp for boys in Maine. While up
north, she got together with Bev Johns
and Ann Hitzrot, both of whom live in
Maine year-round.

’82
Karen Dates Dunmore
2319 Ivy Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21214–2433
kdates@friendsbalt.org

Natt Reifler spent New Year’s in Puerto
Vallarta, Mexico with his sister Jill Reifler
Lehr ’78 and his brother Perry Reifler ’76
and their families. Last spring, Natt
qualified for the Age Group Nationals
in Triathlon by placing third in a regional Olympic distance triathlon in
Clermont, FL. After placing second
overall at the Health First Olympic
Distance Triathlon in Melbourne
Florida last fall, he decided to try a
longer distance race. He completed his
first “iron distance” triathlon on
November 1, 2008, the Ironman Florida
in Panama City, finishing in the top
third of a field of over 2,000 participants. More recently, Natt unpacked the
old lacrosse stick and gear and played in
the Over-45 Grandmasters Florida
Lacrosse Classic in Weston, FL, where
he helped the Florida Real Old Guys
(“FROGs”) capture the crown of the

second division of eight teams, beating
four teams, including one from Lake
Placid, NY and one from Long Island.
Of course, the better teams (including a
few from Maryland, of course) were in
the first division but it was fun recapturing a little of those glory days from his
past days playing with the Orlando
Lacrosse Club. When he returned home
after much time away, there was a large
doghouse built in the backyard, which
confused him because his family doesn’t
have a dog. Since rejoining his family he
has enjoyed being a chaperone with his
son Nicholas on a school trip to
Williamsburg, where he also saw his
nephew, Kevin Lehr, Jill’s son, a junior at
William & Mary. Natt’s daughter
Natalie is a fellow laxer and also plays
soccer while his son Nicholas is in Boy
Scouts and enjoys reading, music and
theater. Jon Krome and his family spent
Super Bowl Sunday with John Goodman
and his crew. Many drinks were had,
and the very strange thing was that John
somehow won the first round of the
“random” raffle! Jon is leaving
Capgemini and the consulting world.
He has taken a job with his client, BHP
Billiton (Petroleum), and will become
the operations manager for the offshore
oil and gas producing platforms in
Trinidad. The entire family will be moving from Fairfield, CA to Port-of-Spain,
Trinidad & Tobago over the summer of
2009, while he starts his new adventure
a little earlier, in March. As for me, Your
Secretary, I have big news! Just as this
issue went to press, my husband Larry
Dunmore and I welcomed our son,
Lawrence Dunmore IV, a.k.a. “Little
Larry.” We are overjoyed!

Jon Krome '82 and John Goodman '82
at a concert in October 2008.

Left: Drew Feng '83 with son Taddy on Halloween 2008.
Below: Children of 1983 graduates Shawn Dorman McKenzie and Martin and
Liddy Garcia-Bunuel at Springfield Farm in Sparks, MD: (l.-r.) Jake Garcia-Bunuel
‘18, Hannah McKenzie, Gabe McKenzie and Justin Garcia-Bunuel ’14.
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’83
Shawn Dorman McKenzie
shawndor@comcast.net

Greetings, classmates. The best note I
got (a sort of Class Note once removed)
was from Drew Feng, who sent the class
notes from his wife Diane Ching’s alma
mater, Punahou School in Honolulu.
Diane graduated a year after Barack
(then “Barry”) Obama, and the news
reads something like this: “Sally had her
third baby, Jim was transferred to
Scranton, and Barack became President
of the United States.” While we don’t
(yet) have a presidential contender
among us, it does feel like our generation has come to power in Washington.
Read more here:
www.punahou.edu/page.cfm?p=22. Larry
Smith is considering stepping into politics in a few years, so keep an eye out for
that. We congratulate Larry for his
recent promotion from Major to
Lieutenant Colonel. He’s knocking out
nine credits a year towards a master’s of
public policy at University of Maryland,
and loves
being back
in school,
which he
says “blows
the cobwebs
out of your
brain.”
Serena Meredith writes,
“Currently, I
am enrolled
Serena Meredith
at Goucher
Rosenkrantz ’83.

College, working towards a master’s in
arts administration through a fabulous
new distance learning program. I’m the
executive director of the International
Museum of Art & Science in McAllen,
Texas. I’ve been married to Scott
Rosenkrantz for nine years and we have
two dogs. I’m loving life…missing
Friends.” Jayne Rosenwald Myers tells us
she’s on the other side of the stage now,
directing the musical “Oliver” in
Summit, NJ. “Wow, what an experience
teaching kids,” she says, “Whew, it’s a lot
of work and such a trip. The kids are
fabulous and I personally will kneel
before my director at Ridge Light Opera
next season. I remember the days in seventh grade with Mr. Bennett directing
us in the Friends production of “Oliver.”
Eddie Kane ’84 was Oliver, I was the
Artful Dodger and Neal Burks ’82 was
Fagan. What fun it was!” Our NYC
contingent—Jayne, Chris Hillabrant, Tom
Greenman and Lou Hanover—have been
keeping in touch and have met in the
City since reconnecting at the 25th
Reunion last year.” Floating an idea from
Larry Smith—Maybe we should try to
get together more often than every five
years, maybe every other year? Sounds
like a good idea to me. Anyone else?
Jayne suggests an unofficial reunion in

Spring 2009. Let’s discuss on Facebook
(did I just say that?!).

’84
Staige Davis Hodges
7575 SW Copel Street
Portland, OR 97225–3332
sdhpdx@msn.com
Robert Spencer-Strong
1257 Sandy Cross Road
Burlington, NC 27217–8134
robertstrong@hotmail.com

As we started planning for our 25th
Reunion, classmates came out of the
woodwork. Please search for the
Facebook group “Friends School of
Baltimore Class of 1984” and get connected. If I don’t have your e-mail
address, then I can’t send you the spring
issue of Scarlet and Graying! If you did
not receive the fall issue via snail mail,
please let me know! Our FB group is a
private group on Facebook with nearly
30 members, including the following
former classmates whom we still consider to be part of our class: Therron Brown,
Josh Dorman, Dianne Richey Bauer, Kathy
MacPhail Cheek, Strick Bonner and Patrick
Moran, all of whom plan to be with us at
our 25th Reunion! For those of us who
were in Lower School and Sixth Grade,
COLLECTION MAGAZINE | Friends School of Baltimore | Spring 2009
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Tom Schuster '84 and his wife
Janet Szabo with daughters
Mariah and Ellen.
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Sidney Lipsitz is planning to join us from
his very secluded mountain cabin in
Colorado. Now, there’s a name from our
past! While this issue comes out just
after Alumni Weekend, Friday night of
Alumni Weekend, we will be gathering
at the Mt. Washington Tavern. Our
plans are shaping up nicely. The Bull
Roast is really fun for the whole family
on Saturday and then later that day, we
have a special cocktail gathering and
class photo on campus. Afterward, we
will head to the Fells Point
home/gallery space of Wade Wilson and
his wife Claudia for dinner, a slideshow
and hours of laughs. Sunday, Brad
Goldbloom and his wife Rachel host a
family barbecue where our class musicians Strick Bonner, Rob Manfredi and
Jon Meyers will play some outstanding
music for us! Tom Schuster is going to try
to come to the Reunion, but May brings
a lot of outdoor dock work on Flathead
Lake, MT before the snow melt. Tom,
his wife Janet and their two daughters,
Mariah, 16 and Ellen, 11, live in Big Sky
Country, where he’s been a volunteer fire
fighter for 17 years and owns his own
construction company. He wants everyone to know that if they ever find themselves in Montana, perhaps visiting
Glacier Park, or doing some mountain
biking or fly fishing, they are welcome to
stop by and stay awhile. “We have a
beautiful place here on the continental
divide, with plenty of wildlife on the
property and, at COLLECTION press
time, lots of snow,” he writes. Therron
Brown and his wife Lisa live in Severna
Park, MD with their two daughters.
Therron, ever the computer wiz, owns
his own tech consulting company. He
has been in touch with Billy Tarbert, who
is planning on coming to Reunion with
Therron, of course! Billy and his wife
just welcomed their first child, William
L. Tarbert IV, in early January 2009. To
date, these teachers are planning to be at
our big Reunion: Micki Bond (Second
Grade), Jeanne Urban (now Meyer)
(Third Grade); Betty Mitchell (Fourth
Grade), Claire Loecher (Fifth Grade),
David Pines, Madame Pat Parker, Evan
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Gifford, Carl Ortman,
Randy Cooper, Steve
Balser, Gary Blauvelt and
George Wright. I did hear
from Byron Forbush ’47, “I
am sorry to say that this
may be the first alumni
gathering I will have
missed in many a day—for several years
I have been trying to get onto a special
trip and I finally made the one I wanted.
We do not return until May 7, so I will
miss the frivolity of your special days in
Baltimore. Enjoy—I send my special
greetings.”

’85
Karl Spector
2505 Caves Forest Road
Owings Mills, MD 21117–3007

Cody Walker’s first book of poetry, Shuffle
and Breakdown, was recently published
by The Waywiser Press. From February
through July of 2009, Cody will be the
Amy Clampitt Resident Fellow in
Lenox, MA. “If any of you find yourselves near the Berkshires, please look
me up!”

’88
Pio Angelo Valle
229 Canal Road
South Bound Brook, NJ 08880–1171
angelovalle@alumni.upenn.edu

It was good to hear from Wel Leimbach,
who had returned from his third tour of
duty in Iraq just in time to spend
Christmas with his family. Since then,
he has been “knee-deep in diapers…and
loving it.” Wel wrote that daughter
Morgan turned five and son McAlister
was “10 months old and HUGE!” He
also reports that his family is doing
great and that he has not lost his taste
for beer. The Leimbachs are planning to
be in Northern Virginia for at least a
couple more years and look forward to
getting together with anyone that may
be going through the Fredericksburg,
VA area. Lucien Walsh is thrilled that
wife Kirsten has returned to Friends as
the strings director in the Music
Department. Their daughter Elie Ann
joins her on the ride to Friends every
morning as an attendee of Little Friends,
and hopes to be placed in Friends’ Pre-K
in the fall of 2009. Lucien writes, “One
surreal consequence of all this is that I

now find myself playing bass in the
auditorium for the Upper School
Orchestra, 20 years after graduation. I’m
enjoying my stint on the Alumni Board
and Alumni Director Amy Langrehr is a
joy to collaborate with. I’m looking forward to more cycling this summer, having completed the grueling Bridge to
Bridge Century in September 2008 with
Kirsten. I’m still working for
Chesapeake Beverage Group, managing
aspects of our French, Italian, Spanish
and Argentine wine business. And as
the recession deepens, let’s hope I still
am when this goes to print!” Now, from
beverage to food…Anne Marie Rafky
Domacasse is currently in her last semester of grad school; she’s getting her
M.S.W. at University of Maryland. Her
other news is that she and her husband
Roddy have opened a new restaurant in
Mays Chapel called Restaurant Sabor.
“The restaurant is doing very well, and
we are thrilled to be embarking on this
adventure together,” she says. Carlos
Domacasse ’20, their six-year-old Friends
First Grader, is also involved in the
restaurant—his position is “head bread
boy” and he can be spotted working
hard at Sabor (when he’s not doing his
homework). Check out the website at
www.restaurantsabor.com. From the birth
of a restaurant to the birth of classmates’
children…Gary Nakhuda and wife
Michelle added Frances Beale Nakhuda
to the family roster in October of 2008
in NYC. With Frankie raising the
Nakhuda kid count to three, Gary and
Michelle are now playing a zone defense.
At the other end of the month, and on
the other side of the country, Laura
Spivak Ryan and husband Patrick had a
nice treat on Halloween. They welcomed Sophia Violet Ryan to the world,
specifically to Portland, OR. More big
news deserving congratulations and best
wishes came from Dasha Snyder, who
announced, “Sonora Chase and I were
married legally in Los Angeles, CA by
the Mayor of West Hollywood on
August 16, 2008, and we also had an
East Coast ceremony at the Hudson
Theatre in New York City on November 1, 2008.” I was so happy to hear
from Jacquetta Teal Bess recently. “I live in
the Ashburton area of Baltimore City. I
am doing well and am married to
Michael Bess. We have three wonderful
girls—Makayla, 9, Lauren, 8, and Erin
2. I am a stay-at-home mom running a
marketing and graphic design business

Wel Leimbach ’88 at Camp Fallujah, Iraq, with a Friends School
frisbee that had been sent from the U.S. to "Any Marine/Service
Member" and ended up in Wel’s office, thanks to a colleague
who remembered he was from Baltimore.

from my home office. Life is good!”
Finally, former member of our class
Stefan Schwarz is among the many classmates who have caught up with me via
the social networking website Facebook,
unlike Dan Moylan, who is “rebelling and
holding out!” Stefan is looking to reconnect with classmates from the Class of
’88 and can be reached via e-mail at stefan13@cox.net or, like many of us, via
Facebook.

’89
Meghan Stern
32 Homestead Street
San Francisco, CA 94114–3518
meghan@stern.net

Phil McIntyre reports that his
Manhattan-based branding agency, The
Brand Gallery, has been contracted to
launch in June an all-soccer channel for
Mexico City client, Televisa Networks.
This comes on the heels of news that
The Brand Gallery and its sister sales
and marketing firm PGM Artists will
relocate their offices and operations
from West Greenwich Village in NYC
to Greenwich, CT. Phil reports that this

represents exciting times for his fouryear-old media companies, as they
will have now have permanent owneroccupied space in a soon-to-be developed 10,000-square-foot state-of-theart digital media center on the
NYC/Connecticut border. Karen
Coleman writes, “I graduated—finally—with a Ph.D. in sociology from the
New School and moved from New York
to Texas, where my husband started
teaching, and, in October 2008, we welcomed a baby girl, Marina.”

’90
Jahan Sagafi-Nejad
547 Page St. #6
San Francisco, CA 94117
jahan@post.harvard.edu

Andrew Bely writes, “I’ve been out of
touch since high school, but just wanted
to say I’m happily employed as a documentary editor in Toronto, and currently directing/writing/editing on a series
called ‘The Naked Archaeologist.’ I previously worked as an assistant editor on
high profile documentaries like Emmyaward winning ‘Sex Slaves,’ ‘The Lost

Tomb of Jesus’ with James Cameron and
Emmy-nominated ‘Diamond Road.’”
Francis Hogle reports that he is still chilling in Seattle. “Visitors welcome!” Holter
Graham appeared in a winter episode of
“Damages” on FX and has roles in the
summer releases “Veronica Decides to
Die” and “Offspring.” Also, he ran the
Boston Marathon in April.
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’91
Tricia Merson Harding
26 Wexcombe Way
Ellenbrook, WA 6069
Australia
trish@adventureout.com.au

Greetings, Class of 1991! I’ve been
speaking with heaps of you on
Facebook, which has been nice, but since
much of the communication was high-

Class of ’88 grads Zach Broadbent, Dasha Snyder, Elizabeth Holder and Sara
Weisfeldt at Dasha’s West Coast wedding reception in Los Angeles in August
2008.

Sonora Chase and Dasha Snyder ’88
in NYC for their East Coast wedding
reception in November 2008.

Photo by Carlos Andres.

Thora Johnson ’88’s sons Ben ’18 and
Eli Sherbakov ’20 with Laura Spivak
Ryan 88's daughter, Sophie Ryan, at
Thanksgiving 2008.

Sophia Violet Ryan, daughter of Laura
Spivak Ryan ’88.
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Andy Lott '89 and his family
at their new home in South
Island, New Zealand.
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lighted as printable material I shall leave
it out this time. I have however, heard
from a few of you: James Schummers
published a paper, titled “Tuned
Responses of Astrocytes and their influences on Hemodynamic Signals in the
Visual Cortex,” in the June 20, 2008
issue of Science. This paper reports on
some exciting new information concerning the function of astrocyte cells in the
brain. James is a post-doctoral
researcher in the Picower Institute for
Learning and Memory, Department of
Brain and Cognitive Sciences at MIT.
Sharon Dietz married Davis Chanel in
October and now lives in Gurnee, IL,
just north of Chicago, along with their
dog Penny. Her mother lives nearby and
her brother, Tim Dietz ’88, lives in
Milwaukee, WI. Sharon works for
Deloitte in IT consulting and information risk management. Holly WinerMaginnis now lives in Falls Church, VA
with her husband
Marcus and kids—
Sophie, 6, and Sean,
Alex Munster ’91
3. Her kids keep her
and her boyfriend
Matt Kendall with
very busy, along with
his dog, KC.
teaching eighth
grade arts in
Alexandria City for
the past nine years.
Alex Munster reports,
“I’ve been back out
in Los Angeles since
2006, working in
media sales and
looking to revive my
real estate business
as a foreclosure specialist. I would welcome and love anyone to reach out to
me on Facebook!”
Christian Gullette was
teaching English in
northern Virginia
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for several years, but
now lives in beautiful
San Francisco with his
partner. He’s a graduate student in the
Warren College
M.F.A. program for
writers. At press time,
when most of you were
enjoying the snow, I
was in the midst of the
Australian summer—
camping, rock climbing
and listening to the
soft cry of shark
alarms at the beach nearly every weekend with my daughter Halla. Please
keep in touch and send me some pictures, it would be great to put faces to
the names of everyone’s family and different locations on the globe!

’92
Sunee Claud
3369 S Wakefield Street # A
Arlington, VA 22206–1718
suneeclaud@gmail.com

has begun graduate studies in social
work at the University of Maryland at
Baltimore. Dabney Neblett Bowen says,
“Life in Fairfield, CT is good. Our
daughter Wesley celebrated her first
birthday in December. We enjoyed
Christmas with friends and family in
Nantucket and took a trip to Baltimore
in January. I stay in touch with Arshia
Mirmiran, who recently got engaged to
his girlfriend Lauren, and am reconnecting with others from Friends on
Facebook.” Carla Perry Paisley is working
from home for Harford Friends School
in Street, MD, as the director of summer learning. She says, “Our ‘starting
five’ is doing well. Aaron, Xavier, Ezra,
Seraphine and Niobe spent the holidays
with their cousins, Judah and Yosef, my
sister’s (Diana Perry ’94) sons.” Shawn
Peterson says that all is well for him in
L.A. He’s still doing various national
commercials and will be seen this spring
on TNT’s “Trust Me” and FOX’s
“Bones,” as well as Lifetime’s “Midnight
Bayou” with Jerry O’Connell and Faye
Dunaway. He says, “Folks with little
girls, check out the latest Hannah
Montana movie…I play her music video
director at the beginning of the movie,
but its fast, so don’t blink!” (I recently
caught myself doing a double take when
I spied Shawn in a re-run episode of the
sitcom “’Til Death.”) Dianne Shelton Hull
writes, “My husband Corey and I live in
Havertown, PA (outside Philadelphia),
with our adorable kids, Brent, 4 and
Charlotte, 2. I have a great part-time job

John Baltazar reports that he’s currently
finishing up a fellowship in musculoskeletal radiology at the University of
California, San Diego. In July, he will be
returning to NYC to work in a small
private practice radiology group. Drew
Curlett is still living in San Francisco,
where he has been since 2001. “I
returned to teaching at the California
Culinary Academy in 2005 after a
couple of years of working as the
executive pastry chef of the Hotel
W San Francisco. I teach a handful of courses, including classic
European cuisines, cuisines of the
Americas (Central, South, and
regional North American),
Viennoiserie, bread baking, and
baking & pastry. I have been
engaged to Kimberley Rees for
two years; we’re getting married in
late March and then honeymooning in Thailand. In my spare time,
I eat and cook a lot, attend wine
and beer festivals, run a brewing
club at the school, and listen to
and play a lot of bluegrass music.
Anyone who’s heading to the Bay
Area, please look me up before
you come. I can easily be found on
Mitch Strohminger ’92 with stepfather Larry
Facebook or e-mail me at sfchefKrause on front steps of the house Mitch and
drew@sbcglobal.net. Hope all is
his wife Magali bought last spring in the St.
well with everyone!” Marita Hipolito Laurent section of Montreal.

Dabney Neblett Bowen ’92’s
daughter Wesley and dog Jaeger
in Nantucket.

as the assistant director of the post-baccalaureate premedical program at Bryn
Mawr College. So if any alums are looking to change careers and go to medical
school, feel free to get in touch! I don’t
generally bump into many alums living
in Philly, but recently I took my son to a
birthday party and there was Lauren
Hubbard ’94 with her daughter Lily. What
a small world…she only lives a few
blocks away from me.” The holidays
were, as always, a great time to reconnect. I ran into Jerard Deal while doing
some holiday shopping. Some of you
may remember Jerard from our Middle
School days. I also enjoyed a fantastic
day-after-Christmas feast with Lija
Hogan, Ilse Levin and their husbands at
Lija’s parents’ house. Ilse shared stories
of her recent trip to Uganda, where she
spent four weeks working and teaching
at Mulago Hospital in Kampala. Lija’s
brother, Nick Bentley ’93, was also there.
Lija and Dennis are expecting their first
child in June. Chris Henry is in NYC
working for AECOM as an urban planner, doing public transit planning in
New York and around the country. He
also works nights and weekends covering professional cycling as a writer and
photographer for Road Bike Action
Magazine (and roadbikeaction.com).
After a four-year break from the pro
cycling scene since moving back to NYC
from Paris, he expects to return to cover
his fourth Tour de France in July. Chris
was last in France in January to cover a
cyclo-cross World Cup race in Roubaix.
It’s great to hear what everyone is doing
these days, so please keep those Class
Notes coming!

it’s a good place to get started if
you’re trying to find someone. At
best, you will be reminded (as I
have been) that we went to high
school with some really great,
funny, thoughtful people! Here’s
who I’ve heard from lately:
Brooke McCrystle Behnken has been running her own graphic design business
out of her home in White Marsh, MD
since August 2004. She writes, “I specialize in print design—logos, identity
packages, brochures, annual reports, holiday cards—anything that is printed. I
love animals and volunteer my time to
help the Maryland SPCA with graphic
design projects and fundraisers.
Recently, I have been focusing on a fun
side project selling custom note cards,
art prints & spiral bound notebooks
with images of people’s pets and children on them. By the time the class
notes go out, I’ll have my store up” at
http://www.facebook.com/1.php?u=http:
//www.etsy.com%2Fshop.php%3Fuser_id
%3D6736847. Frannie Hochberg-Giuffrida
and her husband Jeff had a daughter,
Eleanor “Nora” Zoe Giuffrida, last
August! She was born in Washington,
DC, but is enjoying spending her first
few months in Charlottesville, VA, while
Jeff finishes up graduate school at UVA.
Jessica Harrison Belzberg welcomed a
daughter, Ayela Ray, into the world in
July of 2008. Jessica says, “She is perfect!” Ayela was born shortly after
Jessica, her husband Adam, and their
sons Elias and Asher moved across the
country from Baltimore to Seattle.
Damon Brown is living and working in
Baltimore. He writes, “Still practicing

Eleanor “Nora” Zoe Giuffrida,
daughter of Frannie HochbergGiuffrida ’93 and her husband
Jeff.
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John and Nancy Snyder Irons
‘93’s daughter, Claire Emily Irons.

corporate law at Saul Ewing. Someone
said there is a recession going on
…maybe that’s why business is slow. Ha!
I’m trying to study for the patent bar to
make myself more marketable just in
case a pink slip comes my way!” Karen
Hudson Burd is happily married and is
working at Johns Hopkins. I think she
agrees with me on the Facebook front—
she commented, “It’s been incredible
reconnecting with so many Friends
schoolers on FB.” Luke Davis described
the visit he had with Chris Baughman
while on a business trip in San Diego at
the end of January. “Baugher and I (the
only ones dressed in traditional business
attire) sat down for a San Diego-style
pizza supper and a few home-brewed
suds with surfer dudes, college kids and
old-timers.” Dana Kerley Jimenez writes,
“After college, I moved to San Antonio,

’93
Elizabeth Leonard Clifton
47 Collegeview Avenue, Apt 3
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
elizclifton@gmail.com

As always, it’s been wonderful to continue the process of reconnecting with you
all. Amazingly, it seems that well over a
third of our class is on Facebook now!
You may have a healthy fear of becoming slightly addicted, but if nothing else,

Luke Davis ’93 visited Chris Baughman ‘93 while on a business
trip in San Diego, CA.
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TX, and worked in public relations for a
children’s shelter. Then I married Jayme,
an Air Force pilot, and moved to
Omaha, NE, where I worked for an
international architecture firm. We now
have two children, Isabela, 4, and David,
2. I earned my M.B.A. and became a
stay-at-home mom, although I still do
consulting jobs from home for the architecture firm. Just recently, we moved to
Warner Robins, GA, and welcomed our
third child in January 2009.” Nancy
Snyder Irons and her husband John are
thrilled to report that their beautiful
daughter, Claire Emily Irons, was born
on December 22, 2008. Nancy and her
family live north of Boston in Beverly,
MA.

’94
Rich Santos
283 E 4th Street, Apt 1D
New York, NY 10009–7534
richie1124@gmail.com
Amy Grimm McEvoy ’94
grimmae98@aol.com

Happy spring, everyone! The class of ’94
continues to dominate the world. For
those of you who want to learn to dominate the world, here’s how: Ryan Bader
was once an edgy freelance producer.
Now he is corporate—working at
NHL.com, where he produces video
segments for the NHL.com homepage.
He is enjoying his job and is happy to be
gainfully employed, and living in
NYC—but he’s taking it a bit too far. I
never used to see him in suits, but now I
never see him dressed casually. He’s
always on that cell phone—remember
that “Saved by the Bell” episode when
Zach couldn’t talk to his dad because his
dad was always wheeling and dealing on
that giant cell phone? Well, that’s how
Bader is now. He likes to play golf and
goes on wild spending sprees in towns
like South Beach and Vegas, and he has
all these “old boy network” new friends
that hang out at the country club in
Westchester. As a result of Bader’s
plunge into corporate America, this
same update can be found in the Gilman
Class of 1994 Class Notes. Dr. James
Johnston is engaged! Somehow in his
busy schedule of being a doc at Hopkins
and designing trick plays for the
Blackhawks football team, he managed
to meet a great girl. I’m a huge slacker,
so I have not met yet his fiancée, Kristin
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Cameron. The wedding may take place
in the Outer Banks this fall, so I definitely plan to meet her before then, and
I am thrilled for his family! I got to see
Celia Barss at Cara Perkins’ wedding, and
she’s doing great. She was working at a
farm in Georgia, overseeing organic produce. Then I actually saw her get on the
phone and deal with moving produce in
bulk to another location. It seemed kind
of stressful, so I crossed that off my list
of things I want to be when I grow up.
But she looked very happy, and she’s
great at it. She may head back to
Canada to do the same thing. It’s so
“Friends School” to live in Africa at
some point in your life, and that’s what
Matt Bonds is doing. As part of his new
job as a professor at Harvard, he’s living
in Rwanda. I’m not quite sure what he’s
doing there, but I do know that he took
the non-nightmare malaria vaccine.
Recently, Myles Perkins, John Renner, and
Lou Rouse (Class Notes Hall of Fame
Inductee for his stint as a Victoria’s
Secret model photographer) visited him.
Lou summed up his wonderful experience: “Yes, I spent a week in Rwanda
and a week in Zanzibar with those
fools. They forced me to listen to
crunchy music like Rusted Root and
Dave Matthews Band the whole time.
Saw Bonds and my cousin Molly
Norton in Rwanda—they are living
together and working over there.” You
can find pictures of the trip on
LouRouse.com. Liz Bowman just took a
job as a nurse practitioner in
Philadelphia. She has a beautiful baby
boy whom I got to meet when I saw her
at the Sunday brunch after Cara
Perkins’ wedding. Mikey de Lara is living
in LA and continuing to play music. I
actually got to see him play here in
NYC a while back and he was great. We
then went to get mac ’n cheese the next
day, and–yes—that was great, too.
Andrew Geison and I are very worried
about the Maryland Terps. As we get
older, we realize we have about three
subjects we talk about: girls, sports, and
stupid high school stories. Wait, I guess
that’s been happening since college. I
really need to sit down and get to know
the real Geison—not the one I’m swatting and schooling on the basketball
court. Anyway, he is living in
Pennsylvania and coaching lacrosse at
DeSales University. He gets up to NYC
quite often, so it’s always a treat to see
him. We are lamenting the Ravens, dis-

gusted with the Terps and embarrassed
that we still follow the Orioles. Lauren
Hubbard is expecting another baby and
she never told me, even though I let her
cheat off me on the advanced biology
final (okay, that was the other way
around) and then she married one of my
good friends from college. Congratulations anyway, Lauren…I’ll be the bigger
person. Lauren and my buddy, Bird, are
living in Philadelphia and I hope Lauren
didn’t sell out and become a Phillies fan
after they won the World Series.
Lauren’s daughter Lily is very adept at
moving around and kind of kicked my
butt when they visited NYC. Myles
Perkins continues to be the polar opposite of me. First it started with him getting great grades, being successful and
generally a great person who won’t be
trying to cajole St. Peter to get into
heaven like a freshman at a frat party.
But he has continued this trend of being
my opposite, while still being a dear
friend. He has been jet-setting around
the world, going to places that require
shots. I will never go anywhere that
requires a shot. Myles has gone to Brazil
and Rwanda. I wonder if the traveling
will stop there. I got to see Myles and
Dan Ray at Myles’ house over the holidays. John Renner is our best source for
Rwanda pictures. I’ll try to make him
send some. I talked to John briefly at the
Ravens vs. Titans gathering before I got
too emotional to remember anything.
John’s living in NYC and I promise I’ll
ask him what he’s doing next time. I
need to send some correspondence to
Justin Ries, because he’s got kids and I
missed the entire thing. Lou Rouse is
doing corporate photography in NYC.
He should definitely follow Bader
around like the corporate paparazzi: on
the golf course, out to drinks with the
old boy network, slightly offending an
attractive summer intern, and yelling at
the up-and-coming kid, who Bader kind
of respects but fears, like Gina Gershon
and Elizabeth Berkley in “Showgirls.” I
also caught up with Alli Schreter at Cara’s
wedding. She’s working in finance in
NYC and her husband has an incredible
Australian accent that even I found
attractive. I hope to get to see her more
around here! I was happy to hear from
Emily Leffler who caught up on COLLECTION Notes past, and brought us
into the present: In 2006 Emily moved
back to Baltimore after five years in DC.
She’s been married to Mat Schulman for

three years and she has a lovely, smiley
daughter named Lily who’s about a year
and a half. She’s loving life in Butcher’s
Hill and this year she and her husband
opened up a recording studio in Charles
Village called Mobtown Studios. “We
quit our government jobs and threw it
all in to do what we love, and it’s awesome,” she wrote. Emily handles the
business, marketing and design end,
while Mat produces, mixes and masters
records. They have in-studio microshows with local bands and also host art
shows. Emily also does web design for a
few clients. You can find her recent work
on Orioles ads on baltimoresun.com.
Also, last year, Emily and Mat hooked
up with Mikey De Lara to shoot some
photos for the press kit for his new
album. They’d love to work with Friends
folks and would be happy to pass along
a discount on studio time to alum, faculty and students. Anyone interested can
check it out at mobtownstudios.com. Mike
Stringer and I hear of one another’s existence through mutual friends. Stringer
and his wife, Denise (another University
of Delaware alum), have two kids and
are enjoying life in Baltimore. I heard
from Kim Stude over the holidays and
she’s enjoying life living in Rehoboth.
Steve Travieso is living in Baltimore and
working in residential real estate. He’s
actually helping to sell/rent my house,
so someone buy it! It’s in Canton right
off Canton Square. As for me, I’m working in advertising and also writing the dating blog on Marie Claire. You can check it
out at: http://www.marieclaire.com/
sex-love/men/. I work with Friends alum
Ashley Parrish ’98, who is senior web editor. She’s done wonders growing the
blog and the site. The Ravens’ run to the
AFC playoffs brought a lot of us together. It started small with me, Bader, Heath
Shapiro ’95, Vance Tucker ’00 and Andy
Gabriel ’00. We fought through thick and
thin, starting in September—finding a
bar (Copper Door) in NYC to catch the
games. As the Ravens got better and
better, the crowd grew. James Yolles ’00 got
there when he could along with Laura
McComb-DiPesa ’02. Sam Owen ’00, elusive
ghost that he is, would appear sometimes. There were Kremens—Alexis ’95
and Peggy ’01, Jeff Maylor ’01, Trevor Soponis
’95—and the list goes on and on. The
Ravens helped us get together. It was a
fun year. We’ll get a picture next time.
Even my sister Emily ’96 slithered out of
the woodwork for the playoffs—speak-

ing of elusive ghosts. Maddie Franklin ’96
showed up, too. The sad thing about all
this—especially with Vance, Heath, and
Andy, with whom I spend at least 10
weeks over the course of the season—I
don’t know what anyone is doing. Some
Class Secretary I am. Actually I’m great at
my actual job: I pick up my boss’s laundry, I’m quick on the dictaphone, and I
never report my boss when he harasses
me, because he’s my boss, right? But I
promise to do a better job—I know
Heath and Vance are in film, and Andy
is in finance. Anyway, Heath and I got
stuck on a train together on the way
home for the holidays and had time to
catch up and talk about our buddies:
Annie Holder ’95, Geoff Sanders ’95, etc.
While we were stuck on the tracks,
Bader’s 3:30 train blazed by us–and we
had left at 3! It was insulting. My sister
Natalie Santos Ferguson ’90 is doing great,
living in Richmond with her two daughters, Charlotte and Drew. This
Christmas was expensive for me because
of those two, but it was fun! I am still
living with little sis Emily, who is working in public relations. We live in the
East Village—Alphabet City between
Avenue B and C. Come stalk us! Emily
and I recently did a column on Marie
Claire where we argue about dating:
Yeah, I’m much better at dating than she
is. Right. Finally, honorary Quaker and
University of Delaware alum Joe Flacco
is hopefully sitting
in a room studying
film and not doing
anything but thinking about football.
Oh, and Joe Biden is
Vice President.
Please add me on
Facebook, everyone,
and continue to send
me updates…and
money if you want.
Have a great 2009!

’95
Trevor Soponis
tsoponis@gmail.com
Taylor Smith
taylor.c.smith@gmail.com

While we eagerly awaited the official
NYC Friends alumni gathering, the
Ravens’ improbable playoff push gave
NYC-based Friends Schoolers a chance
to reconnect and wear plenty of purple
at the curiously Maryland-loving
Copper Door Tavern—as was mentioned by Rich in the ’94 section. Taylor
Smith, Alexis Kremen, Heath Shapiro and
Trevor Soponis took in the excitement
alongside upper classmen Rich Santos ’94,
Ryan Bader ’94, John Renner ’94, Lou Rouse
’94 and Matt Bonds ’94, and a bevy of
lower classmen, including Rob Travieso ’97,
Madeline Franklin ’96, Ed Chen ’97, Sammy
Williamson ’00, Brian Valle ’99, Laura Fine ’99
and Maron Deering ’99. Across the river in
Brooklyn, Adam Dougherty is still creating beautiful art and is showcasing it online at adamldougherty.com. Trevor Coe is
plugging away at Fordham Law School
and already seriously thinking about
summertime rooftop gardening. Further
afield, Doug Nilson, currently in
Providence, RI, is contemplating a move
back to Maine to practice emergency
room medicine. Congratulations are in
order for Megary Sigler and her partner
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Engaged couple
Whitney Manger ’95
and Mike Fine ’95 in
Philadelphia.
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Jen McCann, who joyfully welcomed
their first child, Finian Lucas SiglerMcCann, back in December. Annie
Holder Campbell, still in Denver, has been
enjoying hi-jinks with her son Finn, who
was a sock monkey last Halloween.
After an extensive hiatus, Jon Bailey
reemerged on Facebook and has a great
page, complete with performance clips
of the Jon Bailey Band! Paul Rubinson
recently received his Ph.D. in U.S. history and is back in sunny Austin, TX.
Anyone on vacation in Bermuda should
look up Cory Brown, who is married and
working for the Department of
Planning on the sunny island. He and
his wife Ayesha, a native Bermudian
whom he met while obtaining his master’s degree, have a two-year-old son,
Sterling Allan Brown. Jennifer Anderson
Greenwald, who prefers to go by Ginger
these days, also has a two-year-old, a
daughter named Tallulah. Katharine Peck
still loves Baltimore, where she splits her
time between teaching and photography.
Will Sieck occasionally sees Geoff Sanders
at his wholesale flowers operation in
Baltimore. Will, his wife NAME and
their son Bennett live in Washington
DC, while Geoff lives in sunny Los
Angeles, where he manages a restaurant.
Jennifer D’Agostino, also living well in our
nation’s capital, was able to attend a
number of inauguration balls for the
new President. Also swept up in the
election fever (and attending a few balls)
was Elizabeth Jackson Westman, who
worked for the last year as a full-time
volunteer in the crucial states of Ohio
and Pennsylvania. Ethan Goldberg is part
of a growing Class of ’95 Philadelphia
contingent, where he works long hours

Megary Sigler ’95 and her partner Jen McCann welcomed their
first child, Finian Lucas SiglerMcCann, on December 22.
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on rotation at the hospital, before rushing home to spend time with his
adorable twin-daughters, Rose and
Greta. Peter Gaines, a longtime inhabitant of the City of Brotherly Love, with
his wife and daughters, welcomed
newly-transplanted Mike Fine and
Whitney Manger, who are planning their
summer wedding. In a remarkable story,
it was pointed out that Whitney’s parents, Bruce Manger ’66 and Suzie Bell
Manger ’67, also met at Friends School in
their youth, and then reconnected later
in life and got married. Who knew
Friends was such a romantic place?
Keep the news coming, everyone!

’96
Andrew Dale
2809 Boston St., #216
Baltimore, MD 21224
atdale@gmail.com

In December a bunch of 96’ers hit NYC
together and took the karaoke bars by
storm. Maddie Franklin and I performed
some of our old favorites, including the
Starship hit “Nothin’s Gonna Stop Us
Now.” Kathleen Cusack ’97 and I did a nice
version of “November Rain,” too. Even
Dan Muñoz did a few numbers. Edith Dietz
was there, too, and did an intense duet
with her brother Elihu. Sadly, Bob Dietz
’00 was missed. He’s busy big-timing it
in Chicago. Later in the winter we threw
a little birthday gathering for Kathleen
at James Joyce Pub, which was a lot of
fun. I arrived late to find out that I had
just missed an appearance by Chris Murray
’97, but I was in time to hang with
Kathleen, Edith and Joe Johnston ’98,
among others. During the holidays I had
some people over to my place, including
Maddie, Edith, Dan, Jeannie Achuff, Cary
Pirone, David Schummers ’95 and Ted
Snyder. I hadn’t seen Ted in almost five
years, when we met up in Boston for a
few drinks before Dan and I went to
game four of the 2004 ALCS. Ted and I
had some laughs remembering the
“COPS in Homeland” movie that Ted,
John Sweeney and I shot for Mock Turtle
class, and we especially loved remembering how every scene ended with us delivering a severe beat down to Tim Sweeney
’99. Jeannie showed us her new business
card, now that she is a practicing naturopathic physician in Portland. As for the
others, Cary lives in Miami, Maddie is
still in NYC teaching, Edith is in her
second year of medical school at

Hopkins, Dan is a cardiology fellow at
Hopkins, Ted works in Boston and
Dave works in San Francisco, where he
just completed a beautiful new backyard
renovation complete with a Playboy
Mansion-esque grotto. Alec Hawley and
his mother had Christmas Eve dinner
this year with my family, and we had a
great time. We ate a ton, and did not set
anything on fire like the last time our
families got together. We also made a
trip to Italian Gardens (the best pizza
place in Baltimore). Alec is still in
Canada, working as a landscape architect. He still runs his side business, selling syrup and various types of jerky over
the internet. In other news, Janelle Milam
Schmidt is pregnant again and due in
July. Edith and I saw Janelle when we
went to the Friends-St. Paul’s basketball
game. At the game we also hung out
with Suzanne Benson and her daughter,
Isabella Benson, who is currently enrolled
at Little Friends. In related news, Jay
Mund is not pregnant. In unrelated news
Dan Kahn (a.k.a. Dank) is still teaching
spinning classes and loving it. He
reports that he and his wife went to
Jamaica and NYC over the holidays,
that they recently retired their old trusty
Corolla, after 11 years and over 174,000
miles, and he learned to play mahjong.
James Simermeyer is still in New Mexico,
where he and some friends have set up a
nonprofit called the NM Lacrosse
Foundation to support youth lacrosse in
the community. He also told me he
“believes that the children are our
future” and that he wants “to teach them
well and let them lead the way.” Chris
Saunders, who’s doing great things in the
Coast Guard, was involved in a searchand-rescue case in which a duck hunter
overturned his vessel. Said Chris, “I had
to lower my rescue swimmer then deliver the rescue litter. Once the swimmer
had prepped the survivor, I hoisted both
gentlemen to the helicopter and we flew
the victim to Hyannis Airport, where an
ambulance crew took him to a Cape
Cod hospital. He ended up being fine
once they warmed him up. It certainly
puts things into perspective when you
think you are having a crappy day.” Brad
Surosky is doing really well in LA, where
he’s been doing film work, TV and commercials, and making a living as an actor
for the past five years. He and his wife
of two years recently started a theatre
company called The Transcendence
Theatre Company, Inc. Brad described it

Jim Nicholas ’97 and Amit Shashidharan ’97 on a recent ski trip to
Telluride, CO.

as “a nonprofit corporation that takes a
holistic approach to theatre by integrating health of mind and body to the arts.”
In March through May of 2009, the
Transcendence Theatre Company is
embarking on a three-month expedition
at The Gertrude Pearlman Theatre in
Punta Banda, Mexico. Check out the
website, www.transcendencetheatre.org,
for more information. Linley Smith Dixon
is living in Sandy Springs, MD for a
year and working for the Department of
Agriculture in DC. In other news,
Jessica Lichtenfeld, who works at MTV,
admitted to me in an e-mail that she
likes Brody Jenner and his show
“Bromance.” In the interest of full disclosure: I admitted that I like the show, too.
Jessica told me that she found Jeremy
Harkins on Facebook. Jeremy was from
Australia and was a classmate of ours in
Eighth Grade. He’s now a lecturer in
architectural computing at the
University of New South Wales, where
he is working toward a Ph.D. Simone
Stalling wrote that she has finished her
Ph.D. in bioengineering at the
University of Pennsylvania and is heading back to medical school to finish her
M.D. She also reported that she randomly sees Anjana Prasad Jindal at a
Philadelphia hot spot, Alpha. That’s it
for the Class Notes, guys. As Bob Dietz
likes to say, “I’m peacing out.”

’97
Claire Cherlin Kosloff
442 1/2 S Maple Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212–4714
cherlin@aya.yale.edu
Garrett Smith
42 Putnam Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139–2920
garrettmichaelsmith@googlemail.com

Hello, Class of ’97! Hope everyone is
doing well. We had a slow news day this
go-round, but all of our news is quite
exciting. Be sure to keep us posted on
what you’re doing. Also, if you are on
Facebook, we now have a group called
“Friends School of Baltimore—Class of
1997.” Join us! Bobby Michel writes in
with great news, “A minute into January
1, 2009, I proposed to my girlfriend of
two years, Meghan Coughlin ( John
Carroll grad)—not once, but twice—in
front of Zach Bryant, his sister Carrie ’00
and her husband Alex and friends. She
was very emotional at first, so I couldn’t
hear her saying ‘yes.’ Had to ask one

more time, and she quickly responded
‘Yes!’ We have a date, a place, a band and
a wedding dress. We will be married on
October 24, 2009, at the Gibson Island
Club.” Congratulations, Bobby! Kathleen
Cusack left the State’s Attorney’s office to
do civil defense for a downtown
Baltimore law firm. She is still living in
Fells Point. Abby Owen Perry writes, “My
husband James and I continue to love
living in Providence and working at
Brown University. Our big news is that
we are expecting our first child in April.
We can’t wait!” Congratulations, Abby
and James! And, finally, I, Claire Cherlin
Kosloff, have news of my own. My husband Adam and I are expecting our first
child in early August—we are thrilled.
Now Abby and I have to find a way to
get our kids back to Friends School! I’m
hard at work as the supervising producer on the second season of the documentary series “Whale Wars.” Season
one was the highest-rated show in
Animal Planet history, and we are excited to be back at it again. Hope you all
have a wonderful spring and summer!

’98
Justine Alger
jalger1@yahoo.com

Hello, all! Well, another six months
have passed and members of the Class
of 1998 continue to send in their varied
updates! It is always a pleasure to hear
from everyone. Though it may embarrass her to be mentioned right off the
bat, I was impressed to learn that Maggie
Beetz won first place in the Baltimore
City Paper’s 2008 Poetry Contest! She
was gracious enough to send me her
winning poem upon request (though
you can easily find it online, too).
“BREAKFAST TRIOLET”
BY MAGGIE BEETZ
Sometimes I write poems to you
in the precoffee office hours
when no one knows what I do.
Sometimes I write poems. To you
the widowed ink of caffeine sours
sometimes. I write poems to you
in the precoffee office hours.

Maggie tells us she is still writing for a
debt-help company in Columbia, MD,
while concurrently obtaining her master’s degree at Towson University. She
lives in Hampden with her fiancé, and is
looking forward to their October wedding! Laura Caplan also became engaged
recently, and she will be moving to
Chicago with her fiancé this summer.
Lisa Viscidi wrote in briefly to say that she
is still living in New York with her husband Mateo, and still holding the same
job (you may have to wait till next edition for further elaboration!). Jamie
Hubbard wrapped up 2008 with a wonderful holiday spent with his sisters,
Lauren ’94 and Sarah ’96, and his two-yearold niece, Lily Marie (Lauren’s daughter). Jamie tells us, “I am working for
Obsidian Realty in Fells Point, bartending downtown and living the dream.”
Nice to hear things are going well! Emily
Baum writes to us from Austin, TX,
where she lives with her husband Josh,
and is working on her dissertation. She
reports, “I just finished my internship
application process and will know where
I’m going at the end of February. My
husband and I hope to move closer to
Baltimore in the near future. I got to see
a lot of Friends School alums over the
holidays, which was a lot of fun.” Elena
Johnson and her boyfriend Tony are still
living in Cockeysville with their cat,
Azrael. Elena is now the senior program
manager at Alley Cat Allies, the nonprofit where she’s been working for just
over two years. This February, she
enjoyed celebrating the first birthday of
Sarah Brager’s daughter, Angelina Codi.
Mimoza Cejku sent her update via
Facebook (time to join if you haven’t
yet!): “Nothing much has changed aside
from just getting busier. I did pick up
snowboarding in ’08 and I’m loving it! I
don’t know why I waited this long to do
this, but everything happens for a reason. Toia Holloway is supposed to be
coming for a visit in a couple of months,
so I will probably have more updates for
the next edition of Class Notes, but for
the most part, I’m working hard and trying to live life to the fullest. Take care
all!” We’ll look forward to hearing more
next issue! Alicia Atkinson wrote in with
her update: “In April, I attended my
cousin’s wedding in Thailand. My husband was unable to travel so far away
and my other relatives arrived earlier
than I did, so I had to make the trip by
myself (kind of scary, especially since I
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had a 14-hour layover in Bangkok).This
was my first trip out of the country
since going to Italy and Greece with Ms.
Countess’s Latin class during Senior
year. I have been doing a lot of traveling
within the U.S. in the past several years.
It was great to see everyone at Reunion
last May. I was disappointed that I
wasn’t able to get together with people
over Christmas (my first Christmas in
Baltimore in seven years), but got sick
the moment I arrived, and didn’t start to
feel better until I got back to California.
Life has been busy: I am now the preschool director and an elementary
school teacher at Whittier Friends
School, along with continuing my education part-time. I hope everyone else is
doing great and I am happy to see that
the next generation of Friends Schoolers
is starting to arrive. Congratulations to
all the new parents.” There are a few
new parents in our class: last we heard
from her, Amanda Busher Lane was pregnant with fraternal twins, who were due
in late 2008; as previously mentioned,
Sarah Brager has a one-year-old daughter, and I received a mysterious photo of
an adorable baby girl from the enigma
that is Omar Khan, but we received no
updates from any of the parents themselves in this edition—maybe next time?
Lee Watkins IV and his wife Diana are
expecting a baby boy this April, so by
the time this issue is published, they will
be proud parents! We look forward to
hearing all about parenthood from Lee
in the subsequent issue. In the meantime, Lee tells us that he and Diana got
“a very cute fluffy lap dog” from the city
pound last fall. “He’s been helping keep
my wife company, as she quit working at
the end of December, due to her pregnancy. I have been actively renovating
and modernizing a couple of rooms in
our rowhouse in Highlandtown, with
insulated windows, wall, ceiling, etc. I
have also been clocking in overtime at
my job with the Discovery Channel in
its Silver Spring, MD post-production
facility. We are looking forward to the
spring and the challenges ahead.”
Meridythe Schauble Kelley’s husband Jim
got a job in Maryland in September
2008, and in early December they closed
on a “slightly broken turn-of-the-century
farm house on a couple acres, with a
barn for the cars, and a great view of
Catoctin Mountains across the street.”
Meridythe reports, “The kitchen at the
new house is now rodent-proof, and is
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also a giant multi-colored art project in
progress. The living room is being
patched up, and hopefully the old tin
roof was screwed back down enough
now to get us through the winter.” They
still have seven cats and a “nutty” giant
Border Collie mix, four “step-kidlets”
who are mostly out in California
(Meridythe and Jim are “debating adding
a couple of kidlets to that number”), and
as of July 2008, they are up to two
grandbabies! I am sorry to tell you that
Meridythe’s mother was diagnosed with
advanced cancer back in mid-November,
so much of the time between moving
and working on the house has been
spent helping take care of her, taking her
to chemotherapy, and trying to get her
health care paid for without insurance.
Meridythe and her brother, who lives in
Alaska, are trying to buy their parents a
house out in Frederick. Amanda Brainerd
dropped us a note to say that she is
doing well, and this fall moved to the
Bay Area CA. Michael Stellman is still living in sunny Hollywood, where he is
finding success as a professional actor.
Michael continues to audition and work
on stage, screen and doing voiceovers.
Interestingly, he can currently be found
starring as the main character “Shane” in
the video game Nerf N-Strike Blaster
for the Wii! Kim Hamilton Kasprzycki and
her husband James enjoyed their first
winter in Colorado Springs, CO. Like
Mimoza, Kim tells us, “I am learning to
snowboard this winter, and so far so
good!” What an active bunch we have!
This past February, Ed Van Wesep went
heliskiing with Brett Gordon in the
Bugaboo range in BC. “Hopefully by the
time COLLECTION comes out there won’t

Kaya Lily Dollery, daughter of
Deana Carr-Davis ’99 and her
husband Rich Dollery.

be articles about me being killed in an
avalanche…” Well yes, we certainly hope
to get a much more positive report than
that in the next edition! Brett is having a
busy semester of teaching. In addition to
skiing in British Columbia this past
winter, he also skied in Colorado. (They
should’ve arranged to meet up with
Kim!) Brett says, “Other than that, just
enjoying New York City as usual.” The
past year has been a good one for me,
Your Secretary, too. I’m wrapping up my
third year as a fifth grade teacher, a year
that has been noticeably less stressful than
the previous two (though I never, ever feel
that I am doing enough—it seems to be a
matter of plugging away while trying to
come to terms with that understanding),
and am also recently engaged to Bill
Forrester. We’re looking forward to our
summer wedding. Many thanks to everyone who wrote in this time around. We
eagerly await further updates from everyone in the issues to come!

’00
Samantha Williamson
slwillia@gmail.com

Hi, All. Let’s start with the big news
first–it seems that love is in the air for
the Class of 2000. Sima Fried graduated
from NYU Law School, and spent the
summer traveling and studying for the
New York Bar before starting work at
Bingham McCutchen in September. In
addition, she somehow found the time
to become engaged to Theo Robbins,
also a wonderful lawyer, and they are
busy settling into a new apartment and
planning their wedding. I also heard
from Liz Yeager, who shared the happy
news that she and fellow ’00-er Peter
Guarnieri are engaged! They currently
live in Arlington, VA, where Peter is
attending Georgetown Law and Liz
teaches kindergarten at the Beauvoir
School in Washington, DC. They are
planning a June 2009 wedding in
Baltimore. Last, but not certainly not
least, I’m sorry to announce that Sam
Owen is officially off the market. He
recently got engaged to his girlfriend,
Liz Hamilton. They both went to Colby,
and now live in New York. Sam works
with Andy Gabriel at Credit Suisse,
where I hear they often have intense
power lunches. Congratulations to all!
Christina Schoppert will be finishing
Georgetown Law this spring. She spent

James Flinn ’ 00 working with a group
of Tulane law students rehabbing
houses in St. Bernard's Parish in New
Orleans, LA.

the summer working in Baltimore,
where it was a pleasure to have her
around! We saw a great exhibit on maps
with Rob Lower and James Yolles at the
Walters Art Gallery, where we spotted
Mr. Wright. Christina’s not sure of plans
for next year yet, but says she had a
wonderful experience greening the
Georgetown campus using community
organizing tactics that she learned in a
class last fall. Ana Muñoz is in her second
year at Yale Law, and spent the summer
at a worker’s center in Brooklyn, “filing
wage and hour claims for immigrants
who had not been paid the minimum
wage or overtime.” Go, Ana! I was happy
to hear from Bayley Kavanaugh, who has
moved back to Colorado and started
nursing school. Other than that, she says
she rides bikes and enjoys summer in
the desert. She also gets to see her
brother, Jamie ’97, and his wife a lot.
James Yolles has deserted Baltimore for
Manhattan, where he now lives with his
girlfriend, Laura McComb-DiPesa ’02, and is
pursuing a master’s degree at the
Columbia School of Journalism. Lesley
Wojcik is finishing her last year at
University of Maryland Medical School,
and planning to go into a career in anesthesiology. She has been busy traveling
to Israel, Argentina, and planning her
spring wedding to David Richman-Raphael
’99. In addition, she was featured in a
fascinating cover story in the Washington
Post Magazine this fall about medical
school and OB/GYN training. Katrina
Rouse will finish up law school at
Stanford this spring, and will then
return to the East Coast for a judicial
clerkship. She is traveling to Namibia
this spring semester for a legal elective.
Ryan Anderson now firmly resides in the
Midwest, as he started a Ph.D. program
in political philosophy at the University
of Notre Dame in South Bend, IN. He
says, “Not bad for a music major who
never took a politics course.” Andrew
Kelly lives in Chicago, where he is in his
fourth year pursuing a Ph.D. in political
science at Northwestern. He says
Chicago is very cold. Susie Peterson will
graduate from Johns Hopkins School of
Medicine in May 2009. She is now
interviewing for an internship in emergency medicine. I spent the summer
playing softball in Baltimore with Rob
Lower, James Flinn, Sasha Bergey, Kelly
Swanston and Lesley. Despite the heroic
efforts of James, our team struggled
mightily and unfortunately lost nearly

every game by the slaughter rule.
However, a clutch appearance by Garrett
Smith ’97 late in the season resulted in a
nail-biting 13–12 win. I am taking this
year off from medical school to do
research, and am splitting the time
between Boston in the fall and NYC
this spring. I lived with Matt Hellmann in
Boston, who is doing an internship in
internal medicine at Massachusetts
General Hospital and very busy not
sleeping and saving lives. Kelly Swanston and Ben Warfield live nearby, and
both are doing well. Kelly graduates
from law school at Boston University
this spring, and will return to Baltimore
for a judicial clerkship. That’s it for now,
but I hope to hear from many of you for
the next update!

’01
Carrie Runde
3626 Fremont Lane, N. # 204
Seattle, WA 98103
crunde@alumni.upenn.edu

Hello from rainy Seattle! I hope that
this Class Notes update finds all members of the Class of 2001 well. Please
continue to e-mail me with updates on
all of your exciting lives! James Woodson
and his wife Michele in June moved to
New Brunswick, NJ, where they purchased their first home. He writes, “We
are having the time of our lives! I spent
the summer and fall of ’08 working as a
paid staffer on the Obama campaign. It
was the most challenging and difficult,
yet rewarding, experience of my life.
Now that we have made history, I am
looking for my next adventure!” Sara
Zager has exciting news: she and Mike
Chapper ’00 are going to tie the knot. The
wedding is set for June 2009 in
Baltimore. Sara and Mike live in DC,
where she pursuing a master’s degree in
educational leadership and administration at George Washington University.
Congrats, Sara and Mike!

’02
Camille Powe
camille.powe@gmail.com

Yes, I know we were weak in the last
COLLECTION. I blame medical school,
but never fear, the Class of 2002 Notes
are back in full force! I ran into Maggie
Flook during my attempted return to
Boston during a snowstorm on New
Year’s Eve. I almost didn’t make it, but
fortunately Maggie was there to keep me
company. She is living in Cambridge and
working on her Ph.D. in chemistry at
MIT. She lives with Jesse Siegel, who is
in his second year at BU Law School.
He spent the summer working at the
U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of
Maryland and loved it. Maggie sees Nikki
Durand all the time, and says, “She works
for some consulting company in Boston
and lives in Revere, MA. Her job has
something to do with computers; I was
never clear what exactly.” Andrew Gorman
is in veterinary school at Virginia Tech,
and spent the summer in Boston, hanging out with Maggie and Nikki. Tim
Kamphaus is attending graduate school at
the University of Maryland, studying
public policy with a concentration in
international security and economic policy. Beth Copeland is an Oregon State
graduate student in hydrology. “I did my
master’s thesis work in Mt. Rainier
National Park in the summer of 2008,”
she reports. Her work on the effects of
glacial shrinking with resulting debris
flows was mentioned in an Oregon
paper (oregon.live.com) and picked up by
the Associated Press. Kaitlin Toner is in
her first year of grad school at Duke,
where she’s working on a Ph.D. in social
psychology. Laura Gaskins received her
M.S.W. from Boston College and is now
working as a therapist at a large mental
health agency on the Massachusetts
South Shore. Elizabeth Brannan Morrell
graduated with an M.S. in nursing from
Vanderbilt University School of
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(l.-r.) Thomas Bourne,
Thomas Bennett ’02, Daniel
Robertson ’04, James
Woodson ‘01, Leonatey
Bazemore ’02, Jonathan
LaTouche ’02 and Fernando
Moore ’02 gathered to celebrate James’ marriage to
Michele Caple in January
2007.
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Ted Kasper ’15, Marrio Davis ’09, Nico
Binford ‘13 and Kyle Harrison ’01 at
Kyle’s one-day Play Maker lacrosse
camp in Lancaster, PA, in Feb. 2009.
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Nursing in August 2008. She is now
board eligible as an acute care nurse
practitioner, with a sub-specialty in
orthopedics and sports medicine. She
plans to work as a nurse practitioner in
the Nashville, TN area, where she and
her husband currently reside. John
Whitney moved out to Tabernash, CO, in
the middle of October to resume his
training and ski racing. He was named
to the U.S. Ski Team this summer and
has been competing on the World Cup
circuit this winter. Jason Berman is working for director Gary Ross at Universal
Studios. “I am producing my first feature in April, with a fellow USC Trojan,
called ‘America Tragic.’” He is also producing two TV shows and loving Los
Angeles! Ben Chodroff is working fulltime for IBM, doing software technical
sales for the Great Lakes region. He
lives in Cleveland, OH, and is finishing
up his master’s in computer engineering
at Case Western Reserve University. He
writes, “I left Friends in Sixth Grade in
1996 and moved to York, PA. Friends
was great—wish I could have stayed!”
Ryan Major is working for Turner
Construction as a project engineer. He’s
managing the construction of a $250
million Naval housing complex in
Norfolk, VA, and is responsible for 17
companies and over 1,200 people onsite. The complex is for first- and second-year enlisted soldiers, and is scheduled for completion in March 2010. He
is based out of Washington, DC, but
will be in Norfolk, VA for the next few
years. Jessica Dzaman is at Columbia,
working toward a Ph.D. in Spanish literature. Caki Zamoiski is also living in

Above: Becca Fogel '02 and Carter
Erwin ’03 at their wedding on October
12, 2008. Right: Many Friends alums
attended the couple’s pre-wedding
barbeque, hosted by Ben Pittman ‘03.
(l.-r.): Anna Rubin ‘02, Megan Richie
’03, Gant Powell '03, Ashley Phipps '02,
Becca Fogel ’02 and Ben Chodroff ’02.
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NYC, doing marketing for a restaurant
group called Branded Restaurants and
writing for restaurantgirl.com. She graduated from NYU with a master’s in food
management last spring. Laura McCombDiPesa lives in NYC with James Yolles ’00.
The word on the street is that the artist
formerly known as Katie, now Kit
MacLean, is in NYC working for Robert
DeNiro, but I couldn’t confirm. Dan
Grayson writes, “Tufts remains how I
spend the plurality of my time. After
graduating with a degree in political science, I began working full-time as an
admissions officer for my alma mater.
I’ve been guardian (and often arbiter) of
all of Baltimore’s applications to Tufts—
a role that brings unexpected surprises.
I’ve read half a dozen recommendations
from Mr. Drews, as well as a few from
Ms. Fetter, Mr. Fessenden and the many
teachers new to Friends since our tenure
there. During last year’s admissions visit
and homecoming to Friends, I accepted
Mr. Schlenger’s invitation to join one of
his classes, where I received a reminder
in FOIL (First, Outside, Inside, Last.) It
was a day of sentimental power. In July, I
was promoted to assistant director of
undergraduate admissions. In addition
to my role as a high-achieving recruitment strategist, I am also now working
on web communications and am developing the content and ideas behind the
new admissions website (coming soon.)
I was also named an overseer of an
alumni program in which I will be coordinating the efforts of more than 3,000
alumni volunteers. It’s been a busy year,
professionally. Outside of work and

Tufts, I’ve found myself utterly mired in
the cultural and entertainment offerings
of Boston—participating in CityChase,
Shakespeare in the Commons,
ChowderFest and everything else. I
spent May traveling in China and Japan:
a spectacular time. I was in China for a
week, mostly in Beijing, which I spent in
the company of Ken Mallott. Ken now
lives in Beijing, and was gracious enough
to show me the ins and outs of Chinese
culture and food…and language. This
was in addition to the trip we took to
Xi’an, his home last year. I also saw the
Great Wall—though, honestly, that was
less exciting than seeing Ken.” Celia Heath
was promoted to associate director of
alumni relations at McDonogh. Irene
Donnelly is the curator at the Evergreen
Coffeehouse on Coldspring Lane. She
writes, “Stop by to see some amazing
artwork, or go to
evergreenart.blogspot.com.” Arielle Goldman
is working with Chesapeake Design
Group, living in Richmond, VA. She’s
enjoying a new city, but missing steamed
crabs. Alexis Johnson writes, “After living
in Boston for six years, I moved to
Charlottesville, VA, with my boyfriend,
Joe, who entered UVA’s MD/Ph.D. program, which he’ll be in for the next eight
years or so. Other than the move, there’s
not really much to report. Right now, I
have the super-exciting job of personal
banker at Virginia National Bank. We’re
still getting settled here, but I’m enjoying
being a lot closer to home and I’m looking forward to (hopefully) having some
slightly less frigid winters than Boston.”
Meg Baldwin is in South Africa with the
Peace Corps, working as
an education and community development volunteer. She is living in
Limpopo province and is
in the process of learning
Sepedi (a.k.a. Northern
Sotho.) She arrived in
July 2008 and will be
back in America in
September 2010. Becca
Fogel and Carter Erwin ’03
were married in Baltimore on October 12,

Jessica Hellmann ’02 and Camille Powe ’02
enjoyed hanging out at their fathers’ medical conference in Napa Valley, CA.

2008. Anna Rubin flew in from London
to be a part of the wedding party. Becca
and Carter live in South Philly, where
Carter is working on his M.S. in biomedical engineering at Drexel, and
Becca is applying to medical school, to
start in 2009. Ashley Busher Phipps welcomed her second child, Oakley Isabella,
and, judging by the photos, Koen is
super excited to have such a cute little
sister! Jessica Hellmann is engaged to an
Oklahoma oil man, Josh Raley, who proposed over a picnic lunch on a cliff overlooking a beautiful beach in San Diego.
You should see the ring! Pre-engagement, Jessica and I took advantage of
our fathers’ medical conference schedules and met up in Napa for a few days
of wine tasting, pool lounging and excellent free food. That’s where I got the real
scoop on the new man. As for me, Your
Secretary, I’m a third-year medical student at Harvard, doing my clinical rotations at Massachusetts General
Hospital. I ran into Matt Hellmann ’00
quite a bit on my medicine rotation, so I
took advantage of the opportunity to
gossip about Jessica as often as possible.
Next year I’m going to take some time
off to do research on gestational diabetes and will apply to residency the following year in either internal medicine
or OB/GYN.

’03
Jessica Vanderhoff
jessicavanderhof@aol.com

Ari Reddy is in his second year at the
University of Texas Southwestern
Medical School. Gant Powell is waiting to
hear back from School of Visual Arts
after applying to its M.F.A. in
Illustration program; he had a show at
the Evergreen Coffeehouse in Roland
Park this past winter. Jacqueline Small is
a speechwriter for Maryland Governor
Martin O’Malley. She is also in a master’s program at UMBC. Alastair Small is
currently working at WolfPark, a nonprofit wolf conservation, education and
research foundation, in Battleground,
IN. WolfPark has 16 wolves, three foxes,
two coyotes and a herd of bison at its
Battleground center, and hosts wolf

Class of 2003 graduates gathered at
the home of Sarah Pitts over Alumni
Weekend 2008. Pictured are (top row,
l.-r.): Allison Levin, Caroline Whitney,
Emily Lamasa, Sarah Sauder, Sarah
Pitts; (bottom row, l.-r.): Katherine Fisk
and Danielle Waranch.

Lamasa is attending the University of
Maryland School of Law. Courtney
Carlson is currently a graduate student in
Kent State University’s Institute of
Applied Linguistics, where she’s earning
a master’s degree in Spanish translation.
She’s also working as an academic advisor in the College of Arts and Sciences,
and continuing her freelance translation
work. If anyone is in need of translation
services, contact Courtney!
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’04
NEW CLASS SECRETARY!

Mike Levin
mlevin23@gmail.com

Alex Broekhof is finishing up his final
semester at Johns Hopkins University,
studying electrical engineering. You can
find him on Sundays, selling bread at
the farmers’ market in DuPont Circle in
DC. Gary Williams writes, “I graduated
from Mercyhurst College in the spring
of 2008. I am currently teaching Latin at
St. Ignatius Loyola Academy in
Baltimore.” Alexei Pfeffer-Gillett is also
bringing real change to America at his
job with the American Federation of
Teachers in Washington, DC. He
researches health care issues and fights
for decent pay and working conditions
for nurses and health care professionals.
His roommate, Justin Coe, is training to
become a flight instructor, having logged
over 270 hours in our nation’s skyways.
He hopes to fly with a major airline
within the year. After graduating from
Boston University in May, Eli Dresner
moved back to Baltimore and found a
job as a financial
analyst for a healthcare management
company. He lives
in Federal Hill with
Throop Wheeler, Greg
Russell and Peter
Heller. Continuing
in the world of
health care, Peter
Pruitt is a first-year
medical student
close to home at the
University of
Maryland School of
Medicine. He is
enjoying the new
Class of ’03 alumnae pose with Upper School math teacher
academic chalCarl Schlenger at their Fifth Reunion in May 2008: (l.-r.)
lenges, while also
Sarah Sauder, Danielle Waranch, Emily Lamasa and Claire
getting the opporMaylor.

ethology, photography and education
seminars for adults and children of all
ages. Just a week after graduating from
the University of Rochester in 2007,
Stephen Frank joined Selectracks, a production music studio in Baltimore, as
the assistant audio engineer. He became
the studio manager of the East Coast
facility in the summer of 2008, when
Selectracks was purchased by Bug
Music, one of the world’s largest music
publishers. In his spare time, Stephen is
the chief audio engineer of a small startup record label called Pocket Socket,
whose first album was released at the
end of 2008 on iTunes, Amazon, and
other online music retailers. He has continued to write music, some of which
has been used by Slingshot Sports, and
is heard on prime time Fox television.
His first EP of original music is due out
in the summer of 2009 under the alias
PCM3 on the Pocket Socket label. Emily
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Class of ’06 grads (l.-r.)
Kyla Minton, Nicole
Runde, Katie Minton and
Laurel Black attended an
Orioles game last summer, where they won
“Fan of the Game!”

CLASS NOTES
tunity to spend time in Baltimore with
old friends. Carolyn Coombs misses carpooling to school with me, but has been
living in NYC since August 2004. She
went to Peru, Chile, Argentina and
Brazil with Susan Spector this summer
following college graduation, and now is
a marketing coordinator at an environmental engineering firm in NYC. As for
me, after graduating from Johns
Hopkins, I joined Barack Obama’s campaign, working as a field organizer in
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula and
Indianapolis, IN. I brought victory back
to Friends School by recruiting and
managing local volunteer teams for
then-Senator Obama.

’05
Sonya Reddy is at the University of
Virginia School of Law. Sarah Bancroft is
engaged! Her fiance is Dan Lorenzana, a
fellow Harvard ’09 student. Sarah
writes, “Dan is from California, studying
environmental science and public policy,
and is also on the boxing team. We got
engaged on January 11, 2009, in the
Boston Common Gardens, and have
been together for two years.” Tom
McConnell, competing for Carnegie
Mellon University, garnered AllAmerica honors at the 2009 Div. III
Men's Swimming & Diving Championships. He finished fourth in the
mile freestyle with a time of 15:29.76,
beating his previous school record by
11.8 seconds. Last season, McConnell
finished 12th in that race to earn AllAmerica honorable mention.

’06
Nicole Runde
nicole.runde@gmail.com

Megan Roper spent the fall semester
studying in Oxford at the Centre for
Medieval and Renaissance Studies. She
reports that she loved it so much that
she plans to return in fall ’09. While
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news, I had just finished
there, she hung out with fellow ’06 classmy training as a volunteer firefighter in
mate Os Cole, who is there for his entire
Baltimore County. That was over a year
year. She writes, “My fingers are crossed
ago, and I am proud to say that I was
that I will be able to go on to graduate
recently hired by the Frederick County
work in Medieval Studies at a UK uniDivision of Fire and Rescue Services. In
versity. But right now I’m back at St.
January, I began a 19-week firefightMary’s and looking forward to a study
er/EMT academy. Being hired by this
tour of Japan in the spring!” After
department has been the culmination of
returning from her semester in
two years of volunteering and a halfMadagascar, Katie Minton was home in
dozen fire and rescue training classes to
Baltimore briefly before heading abroad
gain knowledge for the job. For my curto Paris, where she’s studying with a
rent position, there was a six-month
Columbia University program and takapplication and selection process that
ing lots of French and international
included a written entrance test, a very
studies courses. Phil Bartolini was named
difficult physical agility test, a thorough
captain of the rugby team at Hobart and
background investigation, and a 600had four scores this year. Josh Waranch is
question psychological and personality
currently studying abroad in the Gold
exam, followed by an interview with a
Coast at Bond University, located in
psychologist and a stringent medical
Queensland, Australia. Ouranitsa Abbas
screening. Getting hired as a professionsays, “I don’t know how I’ve ended up in
al firefighter is a very competitive
my second semester junior year at
process, and I feel incredibly lucky.
Hopkins, but here I am. Slowly but
Getting this opportunity was a dream
surely, belly dance continues to take over
come true, and I just wanted to share
my life, as I am part of the Egyptian Sun
that with the Friends community.” Katie
Troupe here at JHU, teaching and
Williams spent her fall participating in
choreographing for the troupe’s beginSemester at Sea, and took four classes
ners and taking extra belly dance classes,
on a ship that went around the world!
and now I’m also teaching and choreoShe traveled to Brazil, Namibia, South
graphing for the Loyola belly dance
Africa, India, Malaysia, Vietnam, China,
troupe that Gina Antonelli started up the
Japan and Costa Rica. Katie writes, “I
street from me. They’re going to perhad a wonderful time and learned a lot.
form with us at our show in March. Of
Just seeing all of those places and learncourse, by the time
everyone reads this,
I’ll probably be
close to finishing
my spring semester
and preparing for
doing something
over the summer.
Right now, I’m contemplating studying
abroad to work on
my Spanish and
Arabic; we’ll see
what happens, it’s
still too early to tell.” Brooke Matthews ’07 (second row, sixth from left) and her
Northwestern University Wildcats teammates at the White
David Weinman
House with President Bush after they won the 2008
writes, “The last
National Women’s Lacrosse Championship.
time I sent in my

In Memoriam
Lars Stromdahl ’08 and Aurora
Undlien '08 skiing in Oslo, Norway in
January 2009.

ing about their cultures was awesome.
My favorite place was probably Cape
Town, South Africa, but it is really hard
to choose a favorite because they are so
different! I met a lot of great people
from universities all over the country,
and had an experience I will never forget.” Katie also changed her major from
biology to psychology. As for me, Nicole
Runde, the five cabinets that I designed
and built in fall 2008 were accepted into
the 2009 American Craft Council Show
in Baltimore in late February. It is part
of ACC’s “School to Market Program,”
and it is the first time my college has
been invited to participate. Wish me
luck!

’08
Malik Knox
tekkenrat@gmail.com

Charles Graves writes, “I was accepted
into the Sr. William R. Harvey
Leadership Institute at Hampton
University, where I am a student.”
Douglas Miller reports, “I walked on to
the University of Pennsylvania’s varsity
lightweight crew. I had three regattas in
the fall and will have at least six in the
spring.” Jimmy Bigwood played varsity
soccer this past fall as a midfielder for
the Washington College Shoremen.
Washington College is a Division III
school and a member of the Centennial
Conference. Amy Sieck has declared vocal
performance as her major at the
University of Connecticut, and Elaine
Kwon says, “I’m in ‘Ya’lla,’ the University
of Pennsylvania’s Middle Eastern dance
and drum troupe, and we’re having a big
performance in February. I’m also on the
official Penn Tae Kwon Do team and
am competing in various tournaments
this spring.”

LOUIS F. COFFIN ’35

EGIL “PETE” STEEN ’35

On August 23, 2008, Louis Coffin ’35,
a GE scientist who was known as a
“giant” in the metals industry, died at
the age of 90 at his summer home in
Skaneateles, NY.
Coffin’s grandfather was an inventor. His father was chief mechanical
engineer for Bethlehem Steel at
Sparrows Point. Raised in an old
Quaker family with its roots in New
England, Coffin entered Friends in
1931. A top student who also excelled
in lacrosse, tennis and swimming,
Coffin earned a scholarship to
Swarthmore College, where in 1939
he earned a B.S. in mechanical engineering. That same year he entered
MIT, where he received a doctorate in
materials science in 1949.
Coffin began his professional career
as an assistant professor at MIT.
While there, he was reunited with his
Friends School classmate Ric Ricards,
and the two formed a life-long friendship.
Coffin joined GE in 1949 as a
research scientist in its U.S. Atomic
Energy facility. In 1955, he transferred
to the company’s materials research
laboratory, where he served as a
mechanical engineer until his retirement in 1986.
He held numerous patents for his
work. A co-author of the CoffinManson equation predicting metal
breakage under stress, Coffin was a
Coolidge Fellow. His awards include
the Clamer Medal from the Franklin
Institute, the Nadal Medal and the
Kroll Award.
Coffin is survived by his wife and
seven children, 15 grandchildren and
nine great-grandchildren. He and his
wife Mary returned to Friends School
for his 50th Reunion, during which
time they enjoyed a nostalgic visit to
the School’s former location on Park
Avenue.

Egil Steen ’35, a retired Navy commander and former manager at
Computer Sciences Corp. in Falls
Church, VA, died on November 15,
2008 in Arlington County, VA. His
wife of 58 years, Eleanor Edwardson
Steen, died in March of the same year.
Steen entered Friends School in
1922, where he formed close friendships with classmates Cannan Hecker
and Ric Ricards. His sister Frances
also attended Friends. Ricards remembers Stern fondly—playing marbles in
the Park Avenue Friends schoolyard
and tennis at the School’s Homeland
location. Under the direction of
Friends teacher Roman Steiner, the
two friends invested long hours after
school woodcarving in Steiner’s shop,
where they created magazine racks,
chests, and, according to Ricards, “the
only two library tables ever made at
Friends.” The tables were exhibited at
the Baltimore Museum of Art.
With mixed emotions, Steen left
Friends to attend Baltimore Polytechnic Institute. He received an appointment to the U.S. Naval Academy,
where he was graduated in 1939 in the
top ten percent of his class.
His military career included service
in WWII, with duty on battleships,
destroyers and landing ships in both
the Atlantic and Pacific theaters. He
participated in the U.S. landings in
Africa, Sicily, Anzio, Philippines and
at Iwo Jima, and earned multiple battle
citations and medals during his naval
career.
Steen went on to manage technical
and engineering staffs at Martin
Marietta and Computer Sciences
Corp. for 28 years. He taught Sunday
School for most of his adult life and
continued playing tennis into his late
80s. “He loved Friends School and
continuously returned to class
Reunions during the past 20 years,”
Ricards told COLLECTION.
Steen is survived by his son, Eric
Steen, his daughter, Alexis Steen, and
two granddaughters.
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Harold “Ric” Ricards ’35 contributed to these articles.
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MARRIAGES:
1997 Wayne Sutherland and Colette Fugere
1991 Sharon Dietz and Davis Chand

September 5, 2008
October 4, 2008

BIRTHS:
1989
1991
1991
1991
1991

Karen Coleman
Karianna M. Johnson Brace and Tom
Patrick and Kate Brannan
Samantha Campbell Scheben and Dean
Sherrie Shubin Cohen and Daniel

a daughter, Marina, October 2008
a daughter, Minna Ruth Copeland
a daughter, Lucy Ray, February 7, 2009
a daughter, Vivian Audrey, July 25, 2008
a son, Jacob Seth, October 18, 2008

IN MEMORIAM:
1934
1935
1935
1952
1962
1978

Estelle Eastwick Stephens
Egil Steen
Louis Coffin
William E. Toland
Edward M. Colwill
Darryl Logan

January 20, 2009
November 2008
August 20, 2008
February 15, 2009
January 3, 2009
November 12, 2008

Save the Date!
5th Annual Friends School

Golf Outing
Thursday, September 24, 1 p.m.
The Woodlands
For more information, contact Joe Fleury ’00,
joe.fleury@susquehanna.net
or
443-803-8619.
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Circle of Friends

The Circle of Friends recognizes individuals who have
made a deferred or current
endowment gift to Friends
School. These gifts will help
ensure the excellence of
Friends School in the future.
It is easy to join. Simply
name the School in your
will, or as beneficiary of a
life insurance policy or a
qualified IRA; make a life
income gift, such as a charitable gift annuity; or establish a current endowment
gift of $25,000 or more.

Irvin R. Gomprecht
Ann C. Gordon
Vincent L. and
D. Iveagh Gott
Stanley B. and Joan Gould
Esther S. Hearn
David M. Heath
1983
Mary E. Scott and
Anonymous
Gary E. Heinlein
Sean R. Sweeney
Charles O. and Ann Holland
1985
Laura Holter
Evan C. Shubin
Grant L. Jacks and
Katherine G. Windsor
Margaret S. Jacks
1988
Sanford G. and Ann
Wendell B. Leimbach, Jr.
Jacobson
1989
Joyce Johnston
David Henry
Deloris Jones
Jason Innes
Adine C. Kelly
Gregory Moody
Michael and Narindar Kelly
1990
Ferne K. Kolodner
William M. Rubenstein and
Cartan B. Kraft
Sandy Rubenstein
Eleanor C. Landauer
1991
Gayle L. Latshaw
Sherri Shubin Cohen
Susan P. Macfarlane
John and Joyce Maclay
Parents, Faculty, Staff and Friends Diana R. McGraw
Anonymous (5)
Mary Ellen McNish and
Nancy H. Berger
David Miller
Deborah and Howard M. Berman Matthew Micciche
Karen Birdsong and
John and Beverly Michel
Carl Roth
Douglas J. Miller, Sr.
Heidi and David Blalock
Sheri B. Miller-Leonetti
Patricia H. Blanchard
Lee S. Owen
Gerritt H. Blauvelt
C. E. and Joan Partridge
Anne R. Brown
Marylynn and John Roberts
Sharon C. and D. Perry Brown
Mary S. and Paul E. Roberts
Helen E. Bryant
Jean B. and John V. Russo
Dr. and Mrs. Michael R. Camp
Mary Ellen and William
Dr. and Mrs. Oscar B. Camp
Saterlie
John and Sue Carnell
Barbara and Gordon Shelton
Alice Cherbonnier and
Dr. and Mrs. Charles I.
Larry Krause
Shubin
David S. Cooper, Jr. and
Daryl J. Sidle
Kryssa J. Cooper
Lisa and Alfred L. Singer
Rebecca and Bruce Copeland
Jerome Smalley
Albert R. and Margaret K.
Lynne Smalley
Counselman
William Smillie
Connie C. Covington and
Turner B. and Judith R. Smith
Wally Covington III
Phillip Snyder
Dr. and Mrs. Chi V. Dang
Mark C. Stromdahl
Anthony W. and Lynn R. Deering Gerry Mullan and
Pieter and Phyllis DeSmit
William J. Sweet, Jr.
Jeffrey H. Donahue
Audrey and John C.
Claire K. Ebeling
Taliaferro
Martha Elliott*
Marilyn and David
Christina B. Feliciano
Warshawsky
Susan and William Filbert
Thomas E. Wilcox
Sarah Finlayson and
*Indicates new gift in
Lindley DeGarmo
2008–2009
Greg and Lora Gann
**Deceased
Julie Fader Gilbert and
Gordon Gilbert

1950

1963

1981

Joel D. Fedder

Anonymous
Janet E. Mules

Elizabeth F. Deegan and
Michael J. Deegan, Jr.
Charles W.Harlan and
Mary Dell Gordon Harlan ’65
Gail Moran Milne
Alice Smith Reid

Anonymous
David H. Alkire
Eileen S. Goldgeier
Katherine A. Hearn
James M. Matthews
Diana Price Matthews

1953

1964

Anonymous
Jane Whitehouse Cohen and
Howard Cohen
Sara R. Kellen
E. Laird Mortimer
Viginia A. Mortimer

Robert L. Kriel
Mary Allen Wilkes

Joseph W. Cowan
Peter Paul Hanley
Susan B. Katzenberg
Sally Huff Leimbach
Harry D. McCarty
Marilyn Miller Thomas
Elizabeth A. Wagner
Donald H. Wilson, III
Faris L. Worthington
Patricia K. Worthington
Carl W. Ziegaus

1956

1965

Gretchen A. Garman
Mary Dell Gordon Harlan and
Charles W. Harlan ’63
Frederick W. Moran

1935

Albion Bacon
John P. David
Clarinda Harriss
Robert B. Heaton and
Ann H. Heaton
Martha F. Horner
Mabel T. Miyasaki

Ann Burgunder Greif

1957

1968

1936

J. Henry Riefle, III

Eleanor Hatch Brooks
Carmian Forbush Davis and
Carle M. Davis

1958

Jay E. Boyd
Melinda Burdette
Robert L. Mackall
W. Berkeley Mann, Jr.
David A. Wilson

1927

Howard Buffington
1934

Florence G. Oldham

1937

Dorothy B. Krug
Anne Homer Martin*
1938

Ethel Kegan Ettinger
Emma Belle Shafer Wagner** and
Carle Wagner
Donald H. Wilson, Jr. and
Marion Wilson

1951

Anonymous (2)
1952

1954

Anne Black Evans
1955

Elizabeth Banghart Flaherty
Susan Shinnick Hossfeld
Henry L. Mortimer
J. McDonnell Price
Ronald H. Renoff
Frank A. Windsor and
Ann McAllister Windsor ’60
1959

1967

Thomas P. LaMonica
Alan B. Rosoff

1970

A. P. Ramsey Crosby
Lisa Mitchell Pitts and
Toby Pitts
Carl B. Robbins

Robert S. Patterson and
Barbara Patterson
Dan Reed and
Claire Reed

1972

1960

1974

David R. Blumberg*

David R. Millard

Elizabeth Beatty Gable*
Diane Howell Mitchell
Joseph C. Ramage
Ann McAllister Windsor and
Frank A. Windsor ’58

1945

1961

Harry L. Hoffman III and
Mary Louisa Hoffman

Elizabeth New Cohen
Joan Yeager Cromer
David M. Evans
Sylvan J. Seidenman and
Sandy Seidenman

Cynthia Klein Goldberg
Winston W. Hutchins

1941

James G. Kuller
Dorothy Eastwick Seaton
1942

Anonymous
1944

1946

Gisela Cloos Evitt
1947

W. Byron Forbush, II and
Elizabeth Forbush
1948

Anonymous
1949

Joseph Klein, Jr. and
Joan G. Klein
Shirley Cox Seagren
Richard A. Simon

Stuart S. Hutchins
Judy F. Strouse
Laura Ellen Wilson Muglia*

1975

Robin E. Behm
Katherine E. Bryant
1976

1977

Alison Nasdor Fass
and Andrew Fass
F. William Hearn, Jr.

1962

1979

Mary Ellen Fischer
Emily C. Holman
James B. Willis

Philip B. Gould
Joseph Klein, III and
Judy Sandler
Cristin Carnell Lambros
1980

Christopher Holter
Amy Gould John*
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Celebrating 225 Years of Quaker Education in Baltimore!

Friends School marks its 225th birthday in 2009, and plans are in the works for a year’s worth
of celebrations for the entire School community. From special Convocations and classroom
activities, to family service projects, Scarlet & Gray Day and a very special Alumni Weekend,
we'll be honoring our heritage and celebrating the people, events, achievements and
principles that have shaped Friends School not only as a distinguished and venerable
Baltimore institution but as a recognized leader in independent education.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW!

Friends School’s

225th Kick-off Celebration & Family Picnic
Thursday, September 3, 2009

Calling all
legacy alumni!
In honor of our 225th
birthday, we want to
recognize those families whose Friends
School roots go back
three or more generations. Please let us
know if your family is
among them, so we
can add you to our list
of legacy families!
Contact Amy Langrehr,
Director of Alumni, at
alangrehr@
friendsbalt.org.

Details on this and many more FS225 events to follow. Stay tuned!
PARENTS OF ALUMNI: PLEASE HELP FRIENDS GO GREEN! If this issue is mailed to a son or daughter who no longer maintains a permanent address
at your home, please notify us of the new address by writing, or by calling (410) 649-3208. We—and the Earth—thank you!
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